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General News 

CHAIRMANSHIP OF CCP5 AND MEMBERSHIP OF EXECUTIVE COM
MITTEE 

Following a ballot by Email of UK member~ of CCP5, a new chamnan was elected in February of 
thi~ yt)ilx. Four new executive committee members have abo been elected in September. Prof~:ssor 

M. Allen had hdd the post of chairman for the pa~t two and a half years. Tlw execul;ivc comtmttee 
members who have retiree\ are 

M. Pinnis (Atomistic Simulation Group, Queen's Univen>ity Be-dfa-St) 
C. Care (Matt~rials Rt)search Institute, Shellield Hallam University) 
M. Stapleton (Molecular Simulations) 

A table giving contact details for the current executive committee is given on the uext page. 
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FUTURE MEETINGS 

A sumJwuy table is given below, further detail.<> may be found on the WWW pages. 

I DATES I LOCATION 
\illL 

CCP5 FUNDS FOR COLLABORATIONS 

OllGANISEfl ;c_ __ _ 

CCP5 can make available funds of 11p to £200 per annum Cor groups of two or more UK researchers 
wishing to undertake 11 collaborative project within the scientific area covered by CCPG. The funds 
arc intended to cover travel and subsistence costs. Researchers who wish to apply for funds are 
requested to submit a brief proposal (about 1/2 a page) describing the intended work to Dr. lVI. 
Leslie at the address below. 

CCP5 VISITORS PROGRAM 

CCPG organizes a visitors program which funds the visit to the UK of overseas collabmators. VVe 
would normally expect a visitor [.o vi.;it three sites in tlw UK ,md gin)<' lecture at each site. These 
lectures would be open to all members of CCPG as well as members of the host university. The 
visit would normally last between one or two weeks. CCP5 would pay for the cost of \.ravel to 
the UK and within the UK between universities. CCP5 would expect some contribut.Jcm towards 
accornmodnt,ion expenCJf~s at the host university to lw met. by the university. VVc will also consider 
longer collaborations or visits just, one place "tf this can he justified by the nature of t,he work to lw 
done. If you have an overseas collaborator who you would like to invite under this program, ph:~ase 
make a request to Dr. M. Leslie. 

ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTION OF CCP5 NEWSLETTERS AND WORLD 
WIDE WEB 

All newsletters starting from issue :l9 (October 1.99:3) arc now available ou line, togct.her with some 
articles from earlier newsletters. An index of recent newslctt<:r articles can be found on the VVorld 
Wide VVeb serwr; readers can accc-:ss the individual articles by this means or by anonymous ftp. 
(Anonymous ftp will not access the index). The URL for the CCP5 home page is http:/ /www.dl. 
ac. uk/CCP ;'CCPG/main. html 

Below is an index of the informat.ion held. 
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HOW TO GET THIS NEWSLETTER BY FTP 
1. move to the desired directory on YOUR 

machine 
2. 

:J. 
4. 
5. 

type: 
or 
enter uscrid: 
enter passwd: 
change to ccp5.newslctten;/1G directory: 

6. change to postscript or latex subdircctor·y 
1 or 
/ 7 to get tlH,; required files from the directory : 

1

1 • postscript from ps directory 
compressed postscript from ps directory 

l latex from latex directory 

s_. 

INFORMATION ON WWW Sfl!WER 
History of the project. 
Organisation of the project. 
Current research interests . 
A library of computer software maintained by the project 

ftp ftp.dl.ac uk 
ftp 148.79.80.10 
anonymous 
enter your name anrl 8ite 
cd tcp5.newskttcrs/46 
eel ps 

ul lntex 

get nl.ps 
get nl.ps.g>~ 

get ul.tcx 
quit 

An index of future meetings and workshops which CCP5 is involved in organising or has been <1sked 
to publiciilc. 
A list. of proposed visitonl sponsored by CCPG with itinerary 
An indEx of articles from recent issues of the newsletter. 
A copy of recently published newsletters conuneucing with Issue a9 (Octobet· 1093). 
Registntlion and de-rcgistr8tion details. 
Other related information on the Web. 

Readers may now register by filling in iW on-line WWW form. Existing readers may also 
notify registration changes in this way. 

(n addition to notification of newsletters, we occasiormlly send other rnesr·mges about meetings 
to the Email list. U you want us to send notification of newsletters only, let me know and I 
will place yonr Email address on a :-;cpar:.tte list. This will allow readers to restrict the amount of 
incoming Email if this will be a problem due to limited bandwidth or if readers are r;h~trg·w_l l(n· 
incoming Email. 

This newsletter is anilable by anonymotls ftp either directly or by accessing the Darcsbury 
World Wide Web server. The newsktter has been placed (in separate directories) both as postscript 
files and as the source latex files. 

Distribution of Information by Email 

CCP5 will distribute by Email to the members on the mailmg list (about 850 world wide) inforrna
t,ion which is of inten~st to our members. Three lists arc maintained, for UK members, members 
in other Europr~an countries and all other mmnbers. If you have information which you woulclliko 
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sent out in Uw; way ple<tsn send it by Email to M. Leslie, indicatin?; whether it would be appro
priate t.o restrict its distribution. We also send out post-graduate, post-doctorate and lcct.ureship 
positions notified to us. Normally the Email messages for post-graduate positions \vi thin the UK 
are restricted to UK members, however if the position is open to non- UK students then Email 
m<w be sent lo the rest. of Europe o1· the complete mnihng list. tvicssagcs sent out may be batched 
togt;ther in which case there may be a short delay between the receipt of the rnessag(; at Daresbury 
and its transnussion. CCP5 no longer places the positions on the WWW or ftp server» bu~ a link 
will be placed from CCP5's page to a pngc at a University advertising the pos1tion. 

THE CCP5 PROGRAM LIBRARY 

Copies of the newsletter no longer include a complete dew:ription of the progrmn libr<try. If readers 
wish to obtain a copy of the documentation it is available by anonymous ftp or through the 
World \Vide Web page. The progritrn library description is in ccp5.newslctters/library directory 
(postscript and ASCII text versions). 

REQUEST FOR CONTRIBUTIONS 

Contributors ~o the current 1ssuc 

Our thanks go to: 

Ra.m,.;i Knttch 

B. Gabrys 

W. Smith 
M. Lr:slic 

Department of F'hysics 
Queen Mary and Westfield College 
University of London 
Depmtmcnt of Physics 
Bnme! Umvcrsit.y 
CCLRC Dares bury L<t.boratory 
Dareshury, \..Yarrington 
Cheshire 
WA4 4AD O.K. 

The deadline for contributions for the next m:,vsletter will be 1 April 1999 Readers an~ 
remmded that contnbutions are always welcome Contribulions rntty be sent by Email in [.;\'T'fyc . 
WORD doctmH~nts should prderably be sent. in rtf format.. 

Address 

Dr. M. Leslie 
CCLRC Dares bury Laboratory, 
Darcsbmy 
Warnngton 
YVA4 4AD 
lJK 

Email 

Tel. H4 (0) 1925 603507 
Fax +44 (0) 1025 6036:14 

m. k.slie«'tdl. cu:.uk 
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RATTLE Recipe For General Holonomic Constraints: Angle And 
Torsion Constraints 

Ram;;,i Kutteh 
Department of Physics 
Queen Mary and Westfield College 
University of London 
Mile End Road 
London El 4NS, UK 

The popnlar RATTLE algorithm for imposing bond-stretch constraint8 in molecular dynamics 
Himnlations is generalized here t.o h<mdle arbitrary ho\onomic constraints. In particular, RATTLE 
expressions arc given for the important angle-bend and torsiOnal internal-coordinate constraints 
This general formulation of RATTLE combines t.lw computational advantages of the velocity Verlct 
intcgraLion algoriUnn with the flexibility and computatiOnal advantages of using general holononuc 
constraints. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Ryckaert eta!. [1] developed t.he SHAKE algorithm for applying bond-streteh constraint!,; in rnolcc
ula.r dynarrucs (MD) simulations, using the basie Verlet[2] integration algonthm. To avoid the 
computational drawbacks[3, 4, 5] of the basic Verlet scheme, Andersen[4] used instead the veloc
ity Verlet algorithrn[5] to impose bond-stretch constraints, and termed the resulting algorithm 
RATTLE. Ryckaert[G] later gencmh,;ed SHAKE to handle arbitrary holononue constraints. The 
possibility of imposing general holonomlc constraints in MD simulations provides the ability to 
selectively fn)cze particular degrees of freedom, without having to interfere with others. As a Him

pie example, to freeze the angle-bend in a triatomic (e.g. water model) using only bond-stretch 
constraints requires imposing total rigidity on the molecule by means of tnangulation[7, 8]. How
ever, frec'/,ing the angle-bend can be achieved more directly by imposing a single angle constraint, 
without constraining any of the bond-stretdws. In addition, arbitrary holonomic constraints can 
offer computational advantages over equivalent pure stretch coustramts, as discussed later. In Sec
tion 2, RATTLE is gencwli<ted to impose arbitrary holonomic constraints m MD simulations, and 
useful RATTLE expressions f(n· angle-bend and torsional internal-coordinate constraints are given 
in Section 3. 

2 RATTLE For General Holonomic Constraints 

Unlike the basic Vcriet schemc[2], the velocity Verlet algorithm[5, 9] involvt:s two stages. First, the 
J)Ositiom; are dettmnined by 

I' •·i(to + St) ~ ri(to) + [M[r,(to) + [Ot__fi(to) (1) 
2m; 

where fi is the force on pa.rticlc i, and then the vclocitws me computed as 

ri(to + dt) ~ r,(to) + .1"'1 {fi(to) + fi(to + St)} 
bni 

(2) 

In the first stage, the positions at t;imc (t0 + M) arc calculated from the positions and velocities 
at. time to, as given by Eq. (l). With the positions at time (to+ M) <wailable, the forces at time 
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(to+ 6t) can be computed, for usc in the ~econd stage, to evaluate the velocities at time (lo + 1lt) 
by means of Eq. (2). 

Consider a system of N interacting pDxtides subject to l g·encral holonomic constraints 

ak((r(t)})=ll (k=l, ... ,t) (:l) 

where {r(t)} denotes the coordinates of the subset of nk partid~;s involved in O"k· The constrained 
coordiw:lt(~s arc giveu[l, 6, 10) by 

The unconstrained coordinates r~(to + iit) arc given by means of Eq. (l) as 

'( , l ( l I 1. ( l [c~tJ' , ( l ri to + ot = ri to + M ri to + -;--------, -·1• i to 
~·mi 

(G) 

where Fi is the potential energy force on partidc i. The parameters {'y} are chosen such thaL 
the constrained coordinates at time (to+ Ot) satisfy the constraint equations (within a desired 
lolerance), and either the "matrix method" or the SHAKE procedure CiUI be uscd[l, G, 10] to 
obtain the { ~( }. The constrained velocities arc given by 

(6) 

where, HS'mg Eq. (2), we have 

('I) 

The pa.ramctcrs {r!} are chosen such that the constrained velocities at time (t0 + ilt) satisfy the 
constramt equations, more speofically their time derivatives. Accordingly, differentiating Eq. (3) 
with n)spect to time we get 

l nk 

·'- ak((r(to + St)}) = L:>"i(to + St) ·]ll;a,] ({r(to + St)}) = 0 
dt i=l 

(8) 

where fi(to + iit) is inserted from Eq. (6). Again, either numerical matrix inversion or the SHAKE 
procedure can be used to ~olve the set of I linear equations Eq. (8) for the {rl}· Since solution for 
the b} aud {rl} by matrix techniques becomes computatiomtlly expensive for systems with large 
numbers of coupled comtraints, we concentrate here on the solution by the SHAKE procedure, 
namely RATTLE. 

The first of the two stages of the RATTLE formulation for gmwral holonomic c.:onstraints, 
desc:rilwd here, IS identical to the gencwlizcd SHAKE .schemc[6, 10}. The SHAKE algorithm 
consists of an itcrat,ivc loop inside which Uw constraint.'l are considered individually and successively. 
During <ttl iteration, the algorithm succcssivdy selects every constraint and corrects the positions 
of t,hc subset of particles involved in that constraint, to satisfy it. Consider a certain iteration and 
a particulnr constraint ak· Let { r 01d(t0 .. 1 .. 1lt)} be the subset, of nk partid!: pos1lions involved in 
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ok, with values including ttll changes up to this point in the iteration. The new positions of the 
particles { rncw(to + Jt)} obtained in the current iteration arc computed as 

(9) 

where the fltarting value of rf1rl(t0 + M) is given by Eq. (5). These new positions should satisfy the 
constraint equation for a~c., leading to 

"' ( {r"""'(to +<It)})~ a, ( { r"'"(to + 61)} -- { ~~;: 7k""'[vak](to)}) ~ 0 (ill) 

Equation (10) IS usually nonlinear in ~~tcw, even for a bond-stretch constraint. Taylor expanding 

ak ( { rnew (to + Ot)}) about { r 0111 ( to + Ot)}, Eq. (10) becomes 

where the nonlinear terms are not shown explicitly. For computational efficiency, all terms higher 
than first order in Eq. (11) are usually neglected, the iterative process over constraints ensuring 
the resulting solution satisfies Eq. (ll). From Eq. (ll) one gets 

new -2 rr~.:({rold(to+Ot)}) 
'' ~ [otJ I:;~,(J/2mi)[vw,J(tol · [vw,J ( {r''"(io + ot)}J. (12) 

Exactly as with SHAKE, iterations over the general holouonuc com;traints continue until all are 
satisfk>cl, within some tolerance. VV'hcn all constraints have been satisfied and the constrnmed 
coordinates at (to+ r5t) arc available, the potential energy forces {li'(t0 + M)} are computer! for use 
in t.he following second stage of the gcneralmed RATTLE 

During an iteration of this second stage, the alg·orithm again successively t;elects every constraint. 
and corrects the velocities of the subset of particles involved in that constraint, to satisfy its time 
derivative. Considering agam ::;orne iteration and a particular constraint a~,:, the new veloeitic~ of 
the JHtrticlcs {i·ne'1'(t0 + Ot)} obtmn(xl in the current iteration arc given by 

r·new(t , 't) _ ,.·olrl(t ~ 't) [Ot] _1 7H~w[n ](t + ·'t) i -o .. ,. u ..... i o . (I. - .. -
2

- lk v Wk ·O · u 
rni 

(i~1, ... ,nk) ( 13) 

where the starting· value of i·(1rl(t0 + M) is given by Eq (7). These uew vcloeiti<;s should satisfy the 
time derivative of the constraint f)quation. Accordingly, insertmg Eq. (13) into Eq. (8) and solving 
the l'PSUlting Jmen.r ()Cj\latiOll for 'T)rcw giveS 

(14) 

As with the first stage of RATTLE, iteration over constraint~ continues until all the (;onstraints 
ou the vclocil:ies have been satisfied within a selected tolerance. The entire RATTLE procedure: is 
then repeated at the next. time MD step. 
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3 RATTLE With Internal-Coordinate Constraints 

The above general formulatiOn of RATTLE is speeiali<\cd here to angle-bend and tonnonal con·
straints, with the bond-stretch conr,:traints case revwwecl merely for completeness. C'msicler the 
l general holouomic constraints Eq. (3) as comprising t.~ bond-stretch constraints, la bond-angle 
constraints, and t1 tor.c.;ional constraints. For bond-stretch constraints Eq. (3) takes the form 

ak({r)) ~ [rj(l)- ,·,(1)] 2
- rtf;~ ll (k ~ l ....• I,) ( 15) 

where i and j are the two particles involved in the particular constraint (Jk, and di; is tht: coustant 
distance between them. For the Hrst stage of flA'TTLE, inserting (JJ.:({r}) of Eq. (Hi) into Eq. (9) 
yield:'! 

and Eq. (12) reduces to 

r'r(t() + 8t) ~ _l ·[6tfrk\CW[rj(to) .... ri(lo)] 
7nj 

r£111 (to -1-St)~ -1
-[rlt]2rk'ew[r;(to) ~ r)(to)] 

'lni 

new ,_2 [rj1d(to + r5t) -~· rj'1d(to + 6t)j2 ~ df) 
"I; = [<Jlj 2[(1/rnl) + (1/mJ)llr:~(io) ~ r,(to)] · [rj1"(to + <Jt)- r?'"(to ,:-;5/j} 

In the seeond stage Eq (13) becomes 

and Eq. (14) reduces to 

(Hi) 

(k ~ 1 •..• I.,) 

( 17) 

1 18) 

Because the constrained coordinates at (to + r5t), from the first stage, satisfy (within a given 
tolcr(tncc) the constramt Eq. (15), Eq. (19) can be rewritten as 

rww ·- _ 1 [rJ(to +/it)~ ri(to + rlt)][fj1d(to + i5t)- i:f1d(to + M)] 
If; = 1M] ~~- ··--~~·~ ,1 (k = 1 •.. • t,) (20) 

' [(1/uq) + (l/mJ)] d[j 

VVe have tccovered in Eqs. (lG), (17), (18), and (20) the~ usunJ RATTLE expressions[4j. For 
bond-angle constraints Eq. (:J) takes the form 

(Jk({r})=r/Jalu:({r})-.. ·no.&c=O (k=l, . . ,la) (21) 

where a, band care the three particles involved in the particular constraint (J~;- (f,ar,~ "'= arccos(fab · 
feb) is the angle at h formed by the (abc) trip!cl of particles, ra/J ;;::: l'a&/lrau!, l'a& ~ l'u- 1'/, and 
nauc is the constant angle-bend valu(). Por the first stage of tJH) gcncrali7,ed nATTLE, inserting the 
constraint (J,I:({r}) ofEq (21) mto Eq. (D) gives 

(i = a,b,r:) (22) 
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and Eq. ( 12) reel uces to 

(23) 

FOr the second stag(\ Eq. ( 1:q becomes 

""'""'( ; ) ""'"(t ') [St] IWW[~ I '(( (t L 't)) r; · to+ r t =I\ ·O + ut -· ~2 T)k v iOn&d r ·0 ·, u 
1n; 

(i=a,b,c) (24) 

and Eq. (14) n:duces to 

Note that the expressions for \lir/Jalw in Eqs. (22)-(25) are immcdiat.ely available from the Wilson 
vcctors[ll] for the angle-bend internal coordinate. Finally, for torsional constraints Eq. (3) takes 
the form 

(26) 

where n, b, c, and d are the four particles involved in the particular constraint O"k, and 

(27) 

is t:hc dihedral angle formed by the (abed) quadruplet of particles with constraint value t1aued· For 
tlw first stage of the generalized RATTLE, inserting crk((r}) of Eq. (2G) mto Eq (9) yield::; 

('i = a,b,c,d) (28) 

am\ Eq. (12) reduces to 

ln the second st:age, Eq. (13) becomes 

"·'""'(t ; ) "''"( .. · [lit] "'w[~ ](( ( 1. )) 1; o -1- d = ri to-rot) - -rl!,; v iTafw r to+ r t 
2mi 

(i = o.,b,c,d) (:JO) 

and Eq. (l/1) reduces t.o 

(31) 

Again, tlw expressions for 'il;Tabcd in Eqs. (28)-01) arc available from the Wilson vectors[ll] for 
the torsional internal coordinate. 
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CONCLUSION 

A fOrmub,tion of RATTLE tix impos-ing g;om,rnl holonomic COJL~tnunts in MD ~imulations wm; de
scribed, and cxpn:ssions for angle-bend and torsional constraints were given. In MD simulation:o; of 
sy:o;tcms involving constraints, the computation of the constraint forces typically takes far less CPU 
time than Lhe computation of the forces deriving from the potential energy of the system. As larger 
systems with coustrai11ts arc considered, or molecular models involving larger sets of constraints 
are simulated, the computation of constraint forces becomes increasingly CPU intensive[ 12, 13] and 
can paralic-~! in computational cost[l4, 15] the evaluat.iotl of the potential energy forces To deal 
with this problem, various approadws[lG, 10] have been clevelopec\ fm improving the efficiency of 
computing the constramt forces in MD simulations. One suggested strategy calls for t.h(-~ usc of 
equivalent nlternative constraints. A case in point i.s the substantial improvement in efficiency that 
results when angle-bend constraints are used[lOJ in place of the slowly converging triangulation 
procedure[?, 8] for imposing angle constraints. The formulation of RATTLE for general holonomic 
constraints, g1vcn in this article, combines these computational advantages of arbitrary forms of 
holonomic constraints with those of the velocity Vmlet algorithm. 
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Tlus article describes how to incorporate point charges, dipoles and quadrupole::; (or combinations 
of them i.e. point rnultipoles) into the Ewald summation method. A full destription of the multi pole 
potential, forces and t,orques in a p<modic system is provided. 

1 Introduction 

This itrtide is a re-draft of a much earlier paper, which appeared in the CCP5 Ncwsldter as long 
ago as 1982! [1]. The article is now effectively out of print and, more to the point, is not acc<-:ssiblc 
over the Web. However, it is apparent that the subjeet mattet is still of interest (long range forces 
being an eternal problem in modellint~ molecular systems!), and sinc:e I still receive requests for 
reprints, I have therefore reproduced this draft for eleetronk circulation. The basic description 
follow:'i that of the earlier paper, but I have addN.l a few rnor0 points of explanation and triwl to 
clean up the notation a littlf). 

The purpose of this article is to outline a low level treatment of point. multi poles in an Ewal(l 
surnmation[2]. A point multipole in this application is defined as the superposition of a point 
charge, pomt dipole and point quadrupole, with no higher terms. Such a mu\tipok might be 
obtained from an arbitrary charge di,stributwn resolved into thc;;e components. The method is 
capa.blc of extension to higher order, but since it ls based on a Cartesian representation, it rapidly 
becomes too cumbersome to be completely general. However for many systems higher orders of 
mnltipole are not uccc!lsary and the nwthod is Uwn worth considering. The physical properties 
described in this article are the potent tal, force and torque experienct)d by a pomt multipole in an 
infinite pcnoclic system of nnit cells containing irref!;ularly spaced multipolcs. 

The following section describes a number of mathematical operators which arc used to define 
t,he multipole and derive the multipolar Ewald summation. Section 3 derives the Ewctld expression 
for the potential of a multipole in a periodtc system. Section 4 derives the force on the multi pole 
and Section 5 the torque, both of which are essential for molecular dynamics simulation. Some 
practical comments on the applicatiOn of the method follow m Section G, with conclusions in Section 
7. 

2 Multipole Operators 

Taylor's expansion for n. scalar function of thn:e variables (i.e. F(.<:,y,z) or F(r)) may be written 

with n, ,0 = :c, y, z etc. It is convenient to writ.t: this ()Xpn.nsion in t.lw following form. 

F(r + il:?.:) = F(r) + 1Sr. · 9 F(r) ·+ U: ,Q + .. _etc. (2) 
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where {[ is a (:3 X :n matrix with components 

.SZ. is the familar vector operator 

etc . 

" iJ D iJ 
'i7""' ·i- + )·- + k-- ··ch· -Oy -uz' 

while f~ a. matrix operator of dimension (3 x 3) defined by its components: 

) 2 
{tiJ= (. 

Ora Dr./3 
etc. 

The operation indicated by the eolon (:) i<> the dyadic scalar produd of two matrices i.e. 

!~: [] = L LAetii nur.J_ 
n ~ 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

The equivalence of the forms (l) and (2) follows easily from these definitions. (The terms of the 
senes (2) are therefore to be regarded as consecutive contractions of tensors of rank 0,1,2, ... etc. 
to yield a scalar rcsuH.) 

Consider a. cluster of n point chm·ges (qk) scattered about the origin at respective positions r.~; 
and a ·unit point charge at a tm:r;c distance .'C. from the origin. The electrostatic potential of the 
unit point charge is then given by 

(7) 

Seen from the location r_, the chargE-) cluster may be regarded a.-; a multipole located at the origin, 
since the vectors t.,~; are assumed small in comparison with the distance~: (i.e r >> rkl· Thus 
the expansion (2) may be used with (7) to obtain the following expression for V(r) (in which 
contributions above quadrupole arc ignored.) 

(8) 

where 
n 

Ca = L (],1; (9) 
k""l 

IS the uet multi pole ehargc, 
n 

f2a = L Wf.k (10) 
k=:l 

is the net mult.ipolc dipole, and 
n 

C!, = I: q,r~, 
/,;co;\ 

(11) 

is the net multipole quadrupole. In these formulae, the suffix a ic; to be regarded as an index of 
the whole cluster i.e. the multipolc iVIa. The multipole is to be regarded as a rigid entity (i.e. the 
charges (fA· have a flxcd displacement relative to each other.) 
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From (8) a rnultipole operator !V£11 may bt) dellncd: 

( 12) 

\Vith the aid of which (8) becomes 

( 13) 

His thcn:fore apparent that the potential ctt t, due to a point multi pole at the orig·in, is obtitincd hy 
applying tht~ operator il/[(1 to the expression describing the potential due to a unit positivn charge 
at the origin. 

By a similotr lWtSoning· it may lw deduced that the potential (T)(r) of a second point nll!lt.ipolc 
(.iVfu) positioned at. r_, due to the potential field V(r) of the first, is given by 

or 

( 15) 

where 
(!G) 

The force acting on the second multi pol~) will be given by applying the usual operat.or __ -.g to 
the expression (15) 

( 17) 

The torque acting on the second multipolc in the potential fidel of the first may bf~ writtc-m as 

n 

Tu = - 2:= q~;r_k x 2 V(!~ + r1J (18) 
A: c..\ 

from which it may be deduced that 

( 19) 

leading to the following definition of the torque operator 

(20) 

The operation implied by x is a v~~ctor product. The vector product of two vectors is wdl known, 
tlw vector product of two matrices how(·:V~~r needs explaining. It is ddined as the resultant vector 
V of two matnces A. and .Q according to the formula 

VO: = LfNt+l,iJBt<+2J3- ;l0:-[·2,,0Bn:+l.ii}, 

,0 

(21) 

where indices exet~cding the matrix dimension (:3 in this case) are regarded as cyclic permutations. 
It is appan~nt that the vector product of t.wo lllatrices is non-commutative, with 

A X D = -JJ X A - ·- = = (22) 

These operators arc sufficient to derive the required expression<; in the Ewald summation. 
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3 The Ewald Summation 

The electrostatic potential at a point :c (not a multi pole site) in an infirute periodic system of unit 
point charges (which may be randomly distributed throughout the unit ee\1 1) is given by the Ewald 
summation [2] as. 

where 

A(k) ~ (:,} exp( -k2 /<~eJ 

Bo(u) = { ~} er-jc(~n), 

erfc(<u) = ~ {N exp(-s2 )ds, 
y7r JE.u 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

and N is the number of point clutrges in the unit (simulation) cell, ~ is Ewald's ccmvcrgencc 
parameter, V0 is the volume of the unit cell. k is a reciprocal lattice vector obtained from the unit 
cell width (L) for<~ cubic system: 

(27) 

where na, -nb and -nG are integers. 
According to the principles ontlincd in the previous section Ewald's summation rnay be adapted 

to a system of point multi poles by applying the set of operators 1'V! j defined by 

(28) 

Following tim prescription we obtain the following expression, which describes the potential of 
a unit posit.ive charge inserted into a system of point muHipoles: 

V(r) ~ 

00 N l -
- "A(k) "(C - iD · k- Q 'K)eXJJ(··ik · (r. - r)) ·I·· VoEo kLO L J -J - j = - ... J -

:..i-~ J 

[ N 

- "IC Bo(lr -TI)- (D · (r - r) + C!. ' I)B 1 (lr. -TI) + cj-,-c L J -} - --J -J - ·---x· == ·-J ~ 
···~o j --

Q · R.B,(It.- rl)) 
J --·--) J 

where I< and n. are matrices defined as follows. c= ·---') 

Ka/3 = knk{:J 
= 

1The uuit cell iu this coulext. i~, of conr~e. the ~imnlation cell 

(etc.) 

(etc.) 

(29) 

(30) 

(:JJ) 

(:\2) 
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The functions Be(IL:j- d) are dt)rived from llo(lz.:;- d) itccording to tht~ recurrence relation 

(.l:l) 

fi'urther properties of these important functions ttro gtven in the appendix. 
To find the potential energy of an interstitial or 'guest' multipok insert.cd at the position t 

within the system, (but not at. an cx1sting multi pole site,) a second operator .1~/ 9 must, be apphcd 
(c.j. equa.tion 14), where 

(14) 

'The result of this operation is 

(:15) 

The functions A(k) and Be have already been described. Vector tq is the position adopted by the 
gt1est multipole and 

(:]f,) TJg ""' rJ - Z.:g 

is the separation vector, for which Tjg is the scalar separation. The 8cala'l' functions l<j9(!f.) and 
Gjy(rj9 ) are as follows: 

where 

GJ9 (rj 9 ) 

G}!1 (r_J9 ) = D,. D; + Cj(J2,. Ijg .. q .l) .. Cg(l)j. T.j,, + q 'D 
-... g .~ .. -.~ 

C1q 'R +C,q ,Ji -2(/ '"' -2Q '"' + =g -)9 · j JY -fJ J[l -j =9J 

J)_.i. '!:.Jg~~!': [_- Dg. "rJr/J.i: [_- D!,. l.'J!!DJ. 'rju 

+2Q , q. + q ' IQ , I 
=g ) =,9 .......... ) -

- D,, . r.,,,Q _ : R- - !21· . r.1·,c.J : n. -
. . J -J.Y -=u -J!J 

q ,Jq ,n .. q ,Jq ,n -4() '"l. 
=g :;: j '-"-')9 ---j "" g 19 =g ]fl 

-·- (J
9 

: R.i/J j - RJ
9 

(37) 

(:18) 

(:J0) 

(40) 

(ll) 

('12) 

(43) 

(44) 

(H is unportant. to note that the interdmngc of multi pole mdices i all(i :f in these fonnulae docs 
not imply taking the transpos1,\ but instead identific.s a physically di.sl:inct matrix.) 
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Usually however it is not the potential of a guest multipolc thnt is required, but of one of the 
multipoles of the system itself. Physically this means cqcuvalencing the guest multipole to one 
of the multipo!es of the system. The above formulae can be adapted to this circumstance in the 
following way. 

1. The tcrrns involving both the gtwst multipolc (index g) and the rnultipole of interest (index 
i) must. be extracted from eqlmtion (35). Thefw terms are dealt with below. 

2. In the remainmg terms involving the guest multi pole, the index g is changed to i. Thus as 
far as these terms arc concerned, the guest multipolc and tho rnultipolc with index ·i arc one 
and the same. 

Now examining the terms separated out from (35) according to (a), it is clear that if the guest 
multipole is to be equivalenced to the -i'th multipok, these terms represent a 'self interaction' 
energy in which the separation Tig is zero. These terms are mathematically indeterminate and 
unphysical but it is not correct simply to neglect them, as the following treatment shows. 

Extracting firstly the G}~, terrm from the right of (35) gives 

l '1 

cp' = -- L Gf,(r19 )Be(r,9 ). 
41H'o f 

(45) 

Where 4Y~ is used to represent the extracted self interaction terms. Putting ll to represent the vector 
r_i 9 , it beconws clear from the definitwn of the functions !Je(u.) in equatiOns (25) and (33) that this 
expression becomes indeterminate when r_9 and r..; are equivalenced (i.e. as v. -! 0). However, 
cxp.:tncling the Be(a) functions <t.'> polynomiaL'l in the argument 1L (see appendix) allows lj/ to be 
rewritten as 

' 1 ,, i { (21)! (2")1+1 } 
r/J = 4rrEo 2( Gig(:ll) £12fu2''+r- (2£ + l)eft + Oe(u) , (46) 

where Oe(u) represents a sum of terms in 1£ and higher powers of u. It is now clear that it is the 
first terms within the brackets on the right of this expansion that become indeterminate as n tends 
to zero. I-L.,..ewr on further im:i.xtion it is also clear that these terms are nothing more than 
the conventional (or non-Ewald) terms defining the potential energy fi.mcbon of two multipoleH 
separated by the distance u. Given this identification, these terms can simply be removed, since 
they represent an interac:tion that does not physically exist. It is also apparent that the Og(n) 
knns will vanish as 1l tends to zero, leaving the only surviving terms as 

( 47) 

That these terms snrvive is of course due to the fact that the Ewald mdhod rcpl;J.Ceo the point 
multipoll~S by a superposition of both 'Gaussian' multipoles and th(·) original point multipoles. 
Removing the point multipole terms leaves the Gaussian contributions intact. 

Two furthct comments arc iu order. Firstly, the iclcutiflcation of the first terms of (1Hi) with 
Lhe interaction potential of two nwltipoles, means that the expression (47) repn~sents a complete 
correction for the sdf mteraction term. It follows that no further correction need be made to the 
Fourier component of (:3G), other than the substitution of index -i for g. Secondly, from the iclcnlities 
(.38) to (42) it can be .seen that the Gf,;(n) terms have no distance dependent contributions, leading 
to the Hnal form for the self interaction term r/J8

: 

2
' { [ ., l} '.\' <.: -,2 2 1 2 ' -, 2(~ ' 2 

cp ~ ----- C +2' -(D +2C(J 'I)+ -"·(J(J 'q + (CJ. I)) 
I 4f J-;:;::J ! .... 3 !. 

1=i ""' 5 =i =i =i "" ' 

" 
(48) 
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whew the index -i has been added to ,N to t)xprcc;s it.s dependence on the i'th multipoh The final 
equation for the potential energy of a muHipole in rt periodic system of point multipolcs iH therefore 

1 Q2 N 

</>i - V L A(k) L Fji(Kk<:p( -i& · cji) + 
,/o ktO j 

1 ·l ,"XJ ' 

-
1 
-·I: L G;i(I:.j;)Be(rji) + 1j;J. 

'1f(o t' jjci 
(49) 

From this it 1s easy to obtain the total configmation energy (per simulation cell) for the system, 
which is 

(50) 

where 
fJ(!;J ~ C;- il21· k- () .. K. 

J 
(3l) 

It is easy to show that this formula reduces to the standard Ewald summation for point charges [2] 
if the dipoles and quadrupolcs arc set to 'l.ero. H may also be shown tint setting the charg;es and 
quadrupolcs to zero provides the farnillar Kornfeld expression for a lattice of point dipoles [2, :~]. 

4 The Force on a Multipole 

According to the prescriptiOn m (Xjuation (17), the force act.ing of the -i'th mnltipole in a lattice 
of multipoles is obtrtined by applying the operator -f:li to the potential function in eqwt(,ion (4D). 
The wsult is 

Where the scalar functions A(k), Be(u), P;;(k) and Gj;(irJ are defined in equations 37 to-42, a,nd 

the vector functions '\?;GjJr._;rl are as follows 
• ,o 
\7/,j;(r.jJ = 0 ( :l:J) 
' l 17 G(r) ... - .. ( - )' ····")l 

17, c·<:.! - ) 
_; ·'j;(r_ji 

C; l2J- Cj D; (54) 

-2C q · ,. ,. 2C(J . , .. + 2() · D - 2Q · D + 
J ==i -J' 1' •• -.j -J' j .... ,/, """i -J 

C! . I D - C! . I IJ + (IJ. · r.) /J + (D · r.) D. j = --1- =i = -} -) -)l -1· ---···' -Jt -.1 (55) 

-2(12,. C:j;)() .. Cji + 2(Dj. Cj;)C! . Cji + 2(() 'L)q .. Cji + 2((). 'LlQ .. l.:ji 
=) => =t - --) -·-) =1 

+4((J · (j. + Ci · (/) · [.; + (Q 'f( .. )f2 , .. (() 1 fl .)D; (5G) 
=1 =') '"'') =t J =t ~·)/- ) ·-) --)1-

(57) 
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5 The Torque on a Multipole 

The torque acting on a point multi pole in a lattice of point rnultipoles is obtained by applying tlw 
torque operator (20) to the potential according to the prescription given in (19). 

T = _, 
1 Q2 N 

V L A(k) LEJ;(t)ectp(-il;_ · T:_i;) 
0(:0 b,cQ j 

1 •l 00 

+ ~~ L L Be(rji)Gji(~1 J. 
rrc, e " J,e 

(58) 

Where the scalar functions A(k) and De(tt) are as above and E.ji(&) and G]JyJ are now vector 
functions with the following forms: 

G2 (r)· 
-]' -]1-

Cj (I.:j;xD;)+.Dj xD; 

~ 2CjRji X Qi- (Dj · LjJ?:..ji X Di + 2./dii X 9_.i + 2~.ji X Qi 

-2((J ·r )xD ··(Q oi)r xD +4() x() 
·-) -Jt _, j ""-J' _, j =i 

Gji(Lji) (_Q_j: R.I)Lji x [2_;- 2(Dj · Lj;)!J:ji X (Ji- 2(9_j: [)Rji X Qi 

(59) 

(60) 

(61) 

-48 .. X (} - 48!. X (J (62) 
J' =1: Jl ::..""'i 

G'1 (1· ) ~ ?(() · R )R x () (6:1) 
~)' ·)f " .... j . ji -ji ~;· 

in which the superscript t indicates a matrix transpose (which of course does not mean interchang
ing the indices -i and j). 

6 Comments on Application 

The applicatiOn of the above fbnnuhw to molecular dynamics work IS not trivi,tl (though it is Cttsier 

~han the formulae may suggest!). I therefore offer the following comments to guide the would-be 
user. 

1.. These formulae are available in FORTRAN source form m the CCP5 program library. The 
subroutines EWALDl and EWALD2 contain the code for the reciprocal-space and reak;pace 
parts respectively. Coding of the self-interaction correctiOn is found in EWALDl. Also 
available is the molecular dynamics program MDMULP, which uses these routines to simulate 
rigid molecules. 

2. The fonnulae above include the calculat.wu of t.he torque on each multipolc. Thro is appro
priate if t.he multi pole sits at the molecule centn) of mass, but in practice this may not be the 
ease. It is then required to translocat.e the effect of this torque from the site of the multipolc 
to the centre of mass. A method for doiug this IS described in a CCP.S Newsletter arlicle [4]. 
Alternatively, a shift theorem may be used to redefine the multipole at the centre of mass. 
This is the strategy adopted by the program MDMULP. 

3. Correct use of the Ewald summation requires specification of the Ewald convergence param
eter ~ and an appropriate cut-off m both real and wciprocal space. A simple, practical way 
of optimising Hwse parameters is to take the starting configuration and proceed a.s follows: 
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(a.) Choose the real-space cutoff (read compatible with the size of simulation cell, 

(b) Set a preliminary reciprocal space cut-off (knw:v ""'15 * 2r;jL, s;_w), 

(c) Calculate the potential energy of the system over a rauge of values of~ in steps of about 
O.lA···l until the potential energy shows signs of converr;ing. (i.e. a plateau appears in 
the energy vs. E plot.) A single step MD run is sufllcicnt for this. 

(d) Usc the smallest value of (giving a converged rc~mlt for subsequent simulnt\ons. 

(c) 'I\·y reducing the value of knw:r as htr as possible, wtthout affecting tlw convergcnec. Use 
the smallest safe value for subsequeut simulat-ions. 

This procedure will give a reasonably opt-imised set of parameters for the Ewald mcthorl. 
Beware that the starting configmalion is reasonably representative of the sirnuln.tion to be 
undertaken e.g. if a lattice is used Lo as the starting config·uration, make snre the muJt,ipolcs 
are randomly orientated. 

4. Users of this method should note that the definition of Lhe quadrupole in this arl:ic\e i;-: based 
on the form 

, l n ') 
qn.o = 2 L (}!Jrr~,;. 

1.:=1 

(114) 

This is not the form that is that commonly encountercc\ in the literature. The matnx q 
used here is, strictly speaking, the !JeCond moment of the charge distribution. Tlw standard 
multi pole Q can be obtained from 0 this via the relation: = ~ 

( (i5) 

where T1·Q is the sum of the diagonal elements of Q. Matrix _§ is the so-called traceless 

multipole. It is not possible to <:on vert from Q to Q unless the trace of (-J 1s known bdorchanc\. = - = 

5. Fmal!y, it is important to note that this method requires that the muHipoles be defined 
with respect to the laboratory jmmr. and as a recndt the multi pole components change as the 
molecules rotate in spd.ee. Recalculation of the rotated multi pole 1s accomplished using the 
standard rotation matrix. i.e. if 

[
0 =fl.r. (GG) 

where [ 0 is a vector in the body frame of reference, [ is the corresponding vector in the 
laboratory frame and R is the rotation matrix, then: 

D ~ R1Et (li7) 

and 
(68) 

In these formulae the superscript 0 indicat.es the body frame of refercnu: and t iuclicat:cs ;_-, 
matrix transpose. 

7 Conclusion 

The multipule Ewald summation in Cartesian form is derived nf:ing appropriate multipole opera
tors, which act on the corresponding expression for a lattice of unit point charges. The forces and 
torques acting on a muHipole arc calculated in a similar manner. The self interaction correction is 
obtained by isolating the terms in real space which correspond to the classical multipolc-multipolc 
self interaction and removing the point-multipolc contribution.'>. 
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Appendix: Properties of the Be(u) Functions 

The lowest order Be(-u) functions is 

where 

erfc(~u) = ~- r:;Q exp(-s 2)ds. 
y1f J~u 

It JS convenient also to define the tccursion relation 

(69) 

(70) 

(71) 

which i,- obtained for £. > 0 by repeated differentiation of B0 (u) with respect to -u, as is easily 
proven by induction. 

If the scalar variable u is defined to be 

(in keeping with the r6le ofu in the equations above), then it is eas1ly shown that forT<:<, rii 
etc. 

From these results it follows that 

'SzlJe(Tjg) = (Lj- t 9 )Bi+t(1·j9) 

flBe(r"j_q) RJaBe+2("1"Jg)- £.Br+ 1(rj9 ). 

These relationships are used throughout the derivations above. 

(72) 

:.c, y, z 

(73) 

(74) 

(75) 

(76) 

The expansion (46) used in the derivation of the self interaction energy is obtained using the 
following series expansions 

.t, _ 2(_ { 1 __ ((_nl') + [(''[' __ ((_u)_" + _((u)'_ _ ... } 
u /rr 3 111 42 216 

('17) 

2 (\n)'1 (\n)" ku) 8 
1 - ((n) + -2- .. -6- + -2<1-' '' (78) 

wluch are obtained by direct diHerentiation using Madaurin's formula. 
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Combining th«R<:~ nxpansions in the n~cursion relation (71) and colb:ting like powers in ·a allows 
the following expansions to be produced. 

llo(u) 
l 2< 

- -·- ~ + O(u) 
·a .jw 

(79) 

JJ,(v.) 
1 4~3 

-· ~ - -·-- + O(u.) 
u·l :J.j'lf 

(80) 

D,(u.) 
3 se -, ··- - .. + O(u) 

u·) G .,fjr (81) 

JJ, ( u) 
l5 LG(' 

- -- -· + O(v.) 
'U7 7 /1i (82) 

B.,(u) 
lOG 32~9 

= ----+O(u) 
u9 9ft 

(8:1) 

etc. Or in general 

(84) 

where O(u) represents terms of ascending power:; of u (i e. un with n;::: 1). 
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Recent additions to the links on the CCP5 WWW pages 

M. Leslie 

The CCP5 WWW pag·e,; have a page which contains a list of links to the research pages of 
other members of CCP5. Linlcs are added to this list when new members register, or when a 
speaker is invited to g1ve a talk at one of CCP5's meetmgs. Relevant links will also be added on 
request to the CCP5 secretary at the above address. The URL for the page is http:/ /www.dl.ac. 
uk/CCP /CCPS/Iinks.html I have given below a list of links I have added recently together with 
a line indicating the nature of the research. I have not included the URL's of the pages as these 
may be more easily found from the CCP5 Web page given above. 

Professor David Srolovitz Department of Materials Science and Engineering 
Univen;ity of Michigan 

IVosearch studies center on defects in crystals and the formatwn and evolution of microstructme 
and morphology. 

Iloger Smith Department of Mathematical Sciences 
Loughborough University 

Materials modelling, p1trticularly of semi-conductor processing and nanotechnology; fullcrencs; con
tinuum and cellular models of surface propagation; particle ejeetion from ion-bombarded surfaces; 
modelling weld phenomena; molecular Dynamics simulations of metals, polymers ttnd covalent m<t
terials; global optimisation of molecular structures 

1\tck Choy Department of Physics 
Monash University 

R(\S~)arch Areas: Theoretical Condensed Matter Physics Worked on Superconductivity, Statistical 
Mechantcs, Hubbard Models, Semiconductors, Porous Silicon, STM, Many- Body Theory, Positron 
Annihil<ttion and Microwave Absorption. 

Condensed Niatter The- lnst.itutc of Physics 
ory Group Joh(Mmes Gutenbcrg;-Umversity Mainz 

Statistical thermodynamics of solids and liquids. Starting from atomistic descriptions, coopera
tive phenomena in thermal equilibrium are investigatedl for mstancc phase transitions and critical 
phenomena. But also phenomena and/or processef:i out of equilibrium arc studied. 

Dr Peter Gumbsch Max-Planck Institut fur Metallforschung, 
D-70174 Stuttgart, Germany. 

DislocatiOns Faster than the Speed of Sound; Application of DDD to thin film plasticity; Finite 
Element - Atomistic Coupling; Lattice Trapping of Fracture Cracks; Dtrectional Anisotropy in 
Cleav<tge Fntcture; MD Simulation of Dynamic f\'<'l.Cture Processes; Dcbye-Waller Factors of NiAL 

Professor A.D.MacKcrell Departnwnl of Plmrmaceutical Sciettcc, 
University of Maryland, 

Active areas of research include the development of parameters for empirical force field calculations 
of molecules of biological and pharmaceutical interest and the application of thcoretic<tlapproachcs 
towards the elucidation of biochemical nwchanistns and the rational design of drugs. 

Dr J A Anwar Department of Pharmacy 
King's College London 
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Cornput:cr simulation of molecular systems; Crystallisation and crystal eug;inccring; Polymorphism 
and polymorphic phase t:ransformatious; Solid state chemistry; X-ray and Neutron diffraction. 

Prof. Paul Madden Physical and Theoretical Chemistry Laboratory, 
Univer;;ity of Oxford 

Recent publications include 

"Covalent'' efTects in 1'ionic" sy::;tems. Chem. Soc. Reviews 25, 3:39 ( 1997) 

Polari;.mtion effects, network dynamics and the infrared spectrum of amorphons Si02 Phys. 
Rev. Lettcno 77, 402a (1006). 

Cluster formation in sodium-doped 7.eolit,e-Y. ,J. Phys. Chcnt. 99, 6697 (1995). 

Pelcr Ahlstr(im Materials and surface physics group, 
Applied Physics, 
School of Physics and Engineering Physics 
Chalmers University of Technology and GCiteborg University. 

Com put(~\' simulations at the border between phys1cs <-tnd chemistry, especially conccming phenom
ena at surfaces and interfaces. Calculation of vibtarional spcctrn and other proprties of oligomers 
and polymers of propylene oxide via MD simulations. Modelling of water (ice) <tclsorbates on plat
inum. SLudles on pressure calculation in molecular simulations. 

Grant D. Smith Department of Matcnals Science & Engineering 
Univen;ity of Utah 
Depaxtmcnt of Chemical & Fuels Engineering 
Unlveristy of Utah 

.Research in the group JS concerned wit.h elucidating property jstrneture relationships in soft con
densed matter, with particular emphasis on polymer structme and dynamics. Modeling and ex
perimental methods arc used t.o study static and dynamic properties of polymer melts and glass(~s. 
polymer interfar:es, and polymers in aqueous solution. 

Carol K Hall Department of Chemical Engineering 
North Carolina State University. 

Areas of interest: iv!olccular thermodyn<:unics and compnter simulation, equations of state, polymer 
modeling, bioscparntions, protein folding, 

.Julia Yeotni1!lB StatisticallVIechanic:s and Soft Condensed Mat.ter 
Oxford Theoretical Phy.'>ics 

The systems studied indude miscible and immiscible binary and Lernary fluids, amphiphilic sys
tems, polymer solutions and colloidal suspensioni:i. 

Alcxccndcr Lyubartscv Division of Physical Chemistry 
Art·hcnius Laboratoty 
Stodcholm University 

Computer sunulat,ions of various ruoleudar systems and development of new methods of computer 
simulations . 

.J nan .J osc Frciw Dcpartmnculo de Quirnica Fisica 
Facultad de Cicncias Quimicas 
Universidad Complut(;nse 
?v!ndrid, Spitin 
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Recent publications mcludc 

"Tncritical Behavim of an Ofi'-latt,ice Flexible Polymer Model: Monte Carlo Calculations of 
Second V1rial Coefficients" A.M. Rubio and .J. J. Freire. J. Chcm Phys. 106, 5638 (1997). 

"Detennination of the Potential ParamcLers of a Site Model from Calculations of Second 
Vi rial Coefficients of Linear and Branched Alkanes" A. Poncela, A. M. Rub1o and J . .J. 
Freire. Molcc. Phys. 91, 189 (1997). 

"Numerical Simulation of the Scatterig Form Factor of Star Polymers" L. A. Molina, A. Rcy 
and .J .. J. Freire. Comp. and Thcor. Polymer Science 7, 243 (1997). 

"Numerical Study of Scattering from Chains Composed of Two Nonscgrecgatcd Labeled 
Blocks in an Athennal Solvent: Effects of Compositional Heterogeneity" L. A. Molina and 
.J. J. Freire . .J. Chern. Phys. 109, 2904 (1998). 

Dr Peter Styring Lecturer in Organic Chemistry 
University of Hull 

Liqmcl Crystals: Ferroelectrics and Elcctroclinics; Functional Liquid Crystal Polymers; Metal
eontaining LiqLiid Crystals: Physical Effects of Chirality in Liquid Crystals 

Computational Chemistry: Computer-aided Simulations; S~ructure-Pmpcrty EflCcts; Force 
Fi<old Development and Parametcnsation; Comput.er-Aided Learning (CAL) 

Drug Design: HIV Inhibitors; Anti-diabetics; Computer-aided Drug Design by Drug-Receptor 
/ Acttve Site Simulations 

Martin Dove Department of Earth Sciences 
Univesity of Cambridge 

Research inf"! ests arc in the gem~!"'' l area of phase transitions, pad:icularly those found in minerals 
and ceramics, including· rigid unit mode analysis of displacive phase transitions in silicates, low
energy excit.ations in siilcate glasses, experimental and theoretical, order/disorder phenomena in 
minerals. 

Keith M Deardmorc and Theoretical Division. 
Nwls Gronbech Jensen. Los Alcunos National Laboratory. 

Homepage of the REED implant modeling code. This iH a molecular dynamics based cod~;, designed 
to calculate the depth concentration profile of implanted dopants in crystalline silicon. 

Thomas Kraska 

Global Phase Diagnuns. 

Institut fi."tr Physikalische Chemic 
l)uiversitiit ;.:u KOln 
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Book Review 

W. S'mith 

An Introduction to Computer Simulation Methods: Applications to Physical 
Systems (2nd. Edition) 

Harvey Gould and Jan Tobochnik 
Addison Wesley 1996~ Massachusetts USA. (ISDN 0-201-50004-.l) 

I reviewed the first edition of this book in 1986, when I welcomed Jl: as a valu~tble addition to 
the teaching of computational science. I am happy to report that the second edition continues the 
trachtion. Though there have been significant changes, the basic philosophy of the book remains 
the same. It manages to combine the fun of computational physics with some valuable lessons. 

What has changed? Firstly, the two volumes of the first editwn have !wen combined into one, 
unifying the theme somewhat. Secondly, the text has been expanded and a useful new chapter 
on random processes has been added. The aut,lwrs continue to present, code in the form of 'fi·uc 
DASIC, which is probably a sound decision given the universal availability of BASIC, though it is 
emphasised that the programs are designed to be read and underst,ood, as much <1S to be executed. 
(Readers are warned that the excreises involve adaptation and modification of the programs) For 
readers addicted to FORTRAN and C, detailed advice on code conversion is provided in appcndic(~S. 
For those not addicted to typing, the code is available over the World \Vide VVcb. 

The scope of t.he book is much the same <U> before. Starting from .'limplc physical problemil (e.g. 
Newton's law of cooling) the book pl'ogresses through one dimensional motion, the two body prob
lem, harmonic motion, chaotic sytmns, probablity distributions, molecular dynanucs, wave motion, 
electrodyn;_tmics, Monte Carlo methods, percolation, fractals, complexity, the microcanonical and 
canonical ensembles, and quantum system:>. This is a wide prcrspective, but the aulhors strive to 
unify coneepts by pointing out the similarities in the underlying equations. The tt)xt is not highly 
mathematical. The method of choite for solving many of the differential equal:ious c"tppearing in 
the book, is Euler's ,~lgoritlun, but here and there throughout ~he tt)xt one encounters more fa
miliar algorithms, where their relative merits are discussed. There is more emphasis on graphical 
presentation than in the previous edition, though at an elementary leveL 

Given the broad sweep of the subject matter it is inevitable that the topics an: not dealt with 
at great length or to a great depth. One is not. likely to become an instant expert in any of the 
areas the book deals with. But one should not dtsmiss the book lightly; it is well supplir:d with 
references and would form a very valuable teaching aiel to any undergraduate course. It. is richly 
supplied with exercises that will deepen understanding and RLimulatt" new quest-ions for further 
study. Its great strength is tltat it is soundly ba:>ed in the philosophy that physics is best lcnxned 
by cxperinwntatwn, and the computer is one of lhc best expennwnt,l..l tools availahlr~. Good 
cornputation;:d practice and an understanding of the techniqm~s employed arc csscntia.l clisciplirws 
on the road of discovery. The pri:~e is new insight into physif:al syst.erns. I ltke the fact that. one 
can make valuable headway into a new subjccl area from a standing· start and I would be tempted 
to look first in this book if I were confronted with an unfamiliar computational challenge. 
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Molecular Modelling and Neutron Scattering Workshop: 
Techniques for Large-scale Systems 

W. Smith and 8. Gabrys 

This workshop sought to bring together two distinct groups of researcherf:l wit.h much in common 
but hitherto bad not mteracted parlicularly strongly. With the growing complexity of the systems 
in which both groups are currently interested, not least systems of increasing length scale, the 
time was ripe for a meet.ing of minds. It was hoped by the organisers that the experimentalists 
would leave tlw workshop better informed about the capabilit.it;s of molecular simulation, while the 
c;imulators would better appreciate the chfficulties experimentalists face in interpreting the resultfl 
of neutton scattering experiments. The meeting was sponsored by CCP5, the Institute of Physics 
and ISIS (the UK neutron c;cattering facility at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory) and took place 
in tlw pleasant surroundings of Coseiwr's House in Abingdon. The meetmg was well attended by 
over fifty ;;cicntists from both academia and indt1stry. 

The first Hpenkcr was Prof. Dominic Tildcslcy (Imperial College), who described the moleculnr 
clynamicc; simulation of varioufl <Ur/water/oil/surfactant interfaces. Simulations of the air/water 
interface employed the SPC (simple point charge) model for the water molecule. A 2D periodic 
"slab" provided an acceptable description of the density profile, showing oseillat.ory behaviour near 
the interf;;~ce at 2771< (though capillary waved an: dampened by the periodic boundary <:ondition). 
The pressure tensor at the surface wa.s very similar in 500 and 1.00 molecule simulations. The 
orientation of the water molecules at. the surface was also investigated a.nd attempts were made 
to rcprodt1Ce the laser induced second harmonic generation. The rec;ults showed that water above 
and below the Gibbs dividing surface adopt slightly different oricntalions resulting in a switch of 
dipolar field on passing through the surface. The difficulty of interpreting; the oxp~)rimental result 
without the informatiOn gained through simulation wa .. <; emphasised. 

Simulations of phenol at the air-water interface showed that. the orientation of phenol at the 
surface was unaffected by the degree of coverage, implying a dominance of the water-phenol inter
action over the phenol-phenol interaction. The phenol was also observed to disrupt the structure of 
the water surface, changing the water dipok orientations at the surface significantly. Experimental 
confirmation of these observations was available from laser refiectomctry. 

Simulations were ;.1,.Jso undertaken to determine the microscopic origin of friction in the fab
ric softener dioctadecyl dimethyl ammonium chloride (DO DAB). In these experiments DO DAB 
molecules, arrang·cd in byers attached to opposing surfaces, were slid pa;:;t each other at. the rela
tively high speed of 100 m/s (1 A/ps) under a normal stress of 300Mpa and the friction coefficient 
calculated It was observed that.: the frietion decreased with increasing normal force; increased 
with decreasing DOD AD density; decreased with decreasing sliding velocity; and decrca::;ed with 
decreasing chain lengt.h. Some of these results were Lmexpected, and possible explanation::; were 
offered. For example decrease in friction with decreasing cham length may indic!)..le the importance 
of the underlying surl~v:e roughness in cxperinwntal cletcrmin<ttions of friction. 

The final example of mterface simulation presented was ongoing work of the DO DAB/hexane 
interface to explore the penetration of oil into the DODAf3 matnx. Preliminary results showed 
that the hexane hulk was well accounted ll:>r aud that the hexane molecules showed a tendency to 
ali~Sn with the DO DAB molecules as they penetrate the c;urfactant. The longer term objective was 
to reproduce the neutron reflcdomctry data for this system. 

Prof. H.. W. Richards (University of Durham) .'lpokc on the subject of co;usc-grain problems and 
asked "is there a fine gtained solution?". Seeking to bridge the gap between atomistic dc::;criptious 
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of polymers and the large :-:;crdc, Prof. Ilirhards clesrribcd a, number of experimental studies in 
which the current theorcticaJ model1:l failed to provide adequate a:oJsistance. 

Beginning with small angle scattering, the assumption of a Gaussian mass distribution for 
polymer chains leads to the Debye equation from which the radnrs of gyration of the polymer may 
be extracted. However in the case ofsyndiotactic polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA or pcrspex) the 
small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) data is inconsistent with the Dcbye equation. Tlw rotational 
isomeric stntc (IUS) model, which incorpora(;es locnl confonnations of the chaiu:oJ, giw;s a bett.er 
descripbon, indicating the importance of local structure. However neutron scat.tcring experiments 
on a related polymer (PLMA), reveal that the main chain is consistent with a Gaussian modd. 
There are abo problems with describing the proportion of cis and trans conformations in suc:h 
chains. Another problem in small angle scattering work was the verification of the stretching of the 
"arm" chains of star polymers, which is predicted theoretically. It proves to be extremely difficult 
to separate out the radius of gyration of a single ann without making additional assnmptions. 

Moving on t.o chscl!ss polymers at fluid interfaces, modellmg such systems was said to be in 
its infancy. The example presented was PMMA, with polyethylene oxide (PEO) grctfts, at the 
air/water interface. These systems are studied by neutron reHectometty. The simplest models 
arc used to account for experimental results. A two layer model appears to be adequate f(n· 
low and intermediat.e surface concent,rations and a three layer model is needed for high surface 
concentrations; the inference being that the polymer loops ont of the surface with increaBing 
concentration. However some important quesUons remain. H. is unclear if the grafts are stret.dw.d 
or if they arc at the excluded volume limit Also of interest is the "wet brush" situation, when) the 
theoretical scaling law for the brush height with surface concentratiOn is only weakly confirmed 
by experiment. With regard to the dynamics of polymers at interfaces, the phenomenology is 
dominated by capillary waves of the order 30 to 1000 micromctres wavelength, whith strongly 
scatter light. The capillary wav~;s and dil<ttional wnves of ~he polymers <tt th(~ surfftce represent 
coupled "lossy" oscillatms. Light scattering experiments ywlcl both dielectric and visco-da:stic 
properties of the interface. However, the intm·prctation of these results is fraught with difficulty. 
The smface tension is obtained reasonably accurately, but. observed n;sonances do not behave in 
the classical manner (the characteristiC signals scc11 in the real and unagitw.ry parts of resonances 
me not seen at the same frequency.) There is no satisfactory explanation for the clilational modulus 
or the dilational viscosity, for example and an unknown velocity coupling seems to be responsible. 

In conduswn, it was stated that while the IUS model wodced for homopolyrncrs~ it was not 
suitable for complex systems, where the random phase approximation was more successful if lacking 
in fine detail. For interfaces, scaling laws and self consistent field models provide Home explanation, 
but a deep theoretical unclerst.ancliug, particularly of dynamic phenomena is absent. There thus 
appear~ to be no fine gr<~.ined solutwn as yet., but one is certamly required. 

Dr G. Kneller (Aaehen) sought to show how molecular dynamics (MD) simulation can be 
used to assist with the interpretation of neutron scattering (Jxpcriments, with reference to some 
specific Spllems. The first example presented was myoglobin, winch at temperatures below t!Jc 
g-lass transition shows a charar:tcrir;tic motion which is detectable by clastic neutron scattc-:ring 
experiments and is generally assigned t.o the "jump" rotational motion of methyl groups, since 
the corresponding jump dit>tancc accords with t.hc 1.5 A observed. However at the tf~mperaturc 
concerned ( < 200 K), there is unlikely to be sufficient thermal energy to account fm the jump 
transition. H was shown how, in MD simulations, it is possible to isolate particuhtr motions 
in a complex mokcule - a video was shown of the motion of myoglobin with and Without main 
chain motion. Compntation of the clastie mcoherent structun; l~v;tor with these motlonB extracted 
revealed thil.t the ob<>erved neutron .scattering result.'! could equally well be explained by liqLtid-likc 
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motion of the side chains, thus avoiding the jump model. 

In a second example, MD sinndation of crystalline polyacetylcne was able to reproduce the 
frequency spectrum for the molecnlar motion, which compared well with experiment. The charac
teristic motion was shown to be rigid-body-like motion of the chains. The simulations incorporated 
the mstnuncnt resolution function and corrections for bending of the chains. The final example 
showed how constant pressure MD was used to examine the internal and global chain motion of 
alkyl chains in a matrix of TANO molecules (C9Hl6N02). The features of the inelastic structure 
faetors were accounted for and shown to be due to translational motions of the chains. The angular 
distributions of the CH2 groups revealed the stiffness of the chains. 

Dr. T. Cosgrove (Bristol) explained how stat.istic:;tl mechanical models of polymer chains may 
be used to account for the experimental properties of real polymc1·s. Beginning with the adsorption 
of chains on a surface it was shown that for small chains the free energy could be determined by 
"countinp;1

' the possible configurations on a cubic lattice (the self avoiding walk or SAW). By such 
methods it was possible to determine the value of the interactiOn parameter (the Flory surface 
parameter) for which <tdsorption at a surface occurs. For larger systems, Monte Carlo simulatmn 
(which introduce:; importance sampling) is used, which avoids the need to count all the the possible 
configuratiOns. The self consistent field theory (Scheutjens-Fiecr model) may be nsed to calculate 
the adsorption isotherms. The form of chains attached to a sur bee may be described by the terms 
"pancake", "mushroom", "block" or "parabola'' dccording to their appearance and represent subtle 
differences in behav10ur. 

Polymers at surfaces are studied by small angle neutron scattering. In g(;neral all components of 
the system contribute to the resulting scattermg, though the different components can be cxtract.ed 
by modelling. An example system shown was the PEO chain at the water surface, the volume 
fracbon profile was adequately described by a GaussiMl model. Such models work well for single 
polymers, but not for mixtures or block copolymers, thoug·h in these cases it may be possible to 
obtain a fit to experimental data by adjusting the basic parameters. However it remains difficult 
to deal with very large chains. Some outstanding challenges of these methods are: the effects 
of surfaee heterogeneity (the models assume perfect surhees); surface charges and their effects; 
competitive adsorptwn; surface micellisatiou; the dynamics of chains, and the influence of head 
groups. 

Dr D. I-Ieyes (Surrey) provided an overview of molecular modelling techniques (principally MD) 
that have potential in modelling large scale structmes. Large structures arc charact.eris(~cl by large 
molecules and long relaxation times and include liquid crystals, colloids, polymers and Langmuir
Blodt;"t:;tt films. They can be monodisperse systems such as polystyrene latexes or polydispersc, 
such as colloids or clays, with a range of particle shapes as well as sizes. They may have chenucal 
engineering interest, for exrunple suspensions, damp powders and granular materials. 

Conventional simulation methods can be extended to de1.tl with such systems Dr Heyes de
scribed sueh cxt.ensionB, beginning with the smaller scale: dlistcrs of aLoms to represent colloidal 
particles, with a stochastic (colliBioual) solvent, where it is possible to examine the structure of 
Ghe colloids and surrounding fhud, <tnd dynamic11l properties such as velocity autocorrelation and 
oneutational correlations As an example of more detmlcd modelling, overbascd detergents used 
in the petroleum industry to neutralise ac1dic combustion products were described. These are 
calcium carbonate nanopartides with a smh\ctant "coat" to c1ssist dissolution in oil. MD studies 
lw.ve addressed the nanoparticle structure and the adsorption of the surfacGant. 

On larger length scales the timescale becomes a limiting factor for full MD studies. The system 
relaxation times grow rap1dly with system si;.;e. The strategy must then be to design interaction 
models t.hat. retam the essential physics on the length scale of lllterest.; but abandon the microscopic 
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cornplexit-,y. As an t;xample, t,he nse of a simple "durnbell" model of a surfactant m mixtures of 
spherical flolvent molecules is able to show both discontinuous phases and micelles with a simple 
change in dumbell particle sizes. Dr Hcyes conduck:d with a description of Brownian dynamics, 
which allows the ef-fects of a solvent to be modelhod, without t,hc molecular detail. The Hormal 
deterministic motion of the particles is augmented by random forcc~s and balanced drag; forces 
(Ennak's algorithm). Such models have been used to model viscoelastic phenomena in colloidal 
syst.en1s and give the correct stretched exponential form for the correlation functions. 

The final speaker wa..<; Dr D .. J. Barlow (King's Collegt\ London) who spoke about strudme 
determination and modelling of surfaetant aggregates. The interest here was phannacentical: 
surfactant vesicles encapsulating th(~ act.ive ingredients of pharmaceutical preparations have many 
cl.dvantagefi for storage and drug delivery It is important to be able to design surfactant.s with 
the right characteristics, but to date a purely modelling· approach is not capable enough Nentron 
rcflcctornetry studit)S of the surfactant structure at an interface offers some evidence of the ability 
of the surfactant to form vc;;tcle;;, thottgh this docs not rule out t.hem forming urnvantcd micelles. 

Dr Barlow described methods for modelling reflcctometry experiments using the optical matrix 
method. The results may be augmented by Langmuir trough experiments t,o obtain a broader 
understanding of the surfactant behaviour. However, while these experinwnl:s may show that a. 
monolayer of surfactant cannot form a vesicle, a vesicle may be formed from a multilayer of sur~ 
factant m<Jlecules. Small angle neutmn scattering can be used to examine the surface structure 
of vesicles directly and it is possible to correlate vesicle thickness with surfactant molecular char
acteristiCS such as molecular weight, although no dear pattern ha.s ernerg;cd !l:orn tins. Isotopic 
substitution (selective dcuteration) offers deeper insight into the surt~tcc structure, though the mod
elling of this is not particularly advanced. A program (SURPISS) has been developed to model 
the stl ucturc of surbct.ant monolaycn> and is yielding useful insights. Dr Barlow argued in favour 
of the grmter availability of intelligent software to model surfactant systems, allowing grcatc~r ease 
in building the model c;ystem from a prescribed mol~·cular structun;. 

The final event of the meeting was an open discussion chaired by Dr Jefl' Penfold (RAL). In 
summarising the workshop he noted the great. demand for reliable methods of scaling models up 
from atomistic to the mesoscale and larger, and the great complexi.,_ of the systems of interest .. 
There was a strong need for more pn~dictive capability in rnodellin?,· polymers at mterfaces, though 
the best way to feed in the chernicnl detail was nuclear. An obvious role for simulation wat; to 
assist with the analysis of experiments, for example the detailed structure revealed by selective 
dcuteration experiments. 

In the subsequent, discussion there was clear rccognitwu that the time was ripe for closer col
laboration between experimentalists and molecular modellers, particularly for mesoscale systems 
and small angle neutron scattering work. A role for CCP5 in developing suitable softwdxe was 
suggested, for which a project in modelling interfaces would be a suitable focus. ·with regard to 
computational rnethodtl, a role for teverse ?vionte Carlo methods was suggested as well as more 
conventional molecular dynamics (typified by the CCP5 simulittion code DLPOLY) to ;J.,<;sist with 
elastic and inclast:ic scattering work. A role fi.)r graphics based support software was also rccom
mend(-x\. 
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Report of the visit by Juerg Hutter 

(Max-Planck-Institut fuer Pcstkoerperforschung Stuttgart) 

Visit of Juerg Hutter to Queen's University, Belfast 

Mike Finnis. Belfast 

We were iutcrcstccl in advances made by Juerg and the Stuttgart group led by M. Pt1-rrinello 
who work mainly on ub initio molceular dynamics. Jncrg presented a talk entitled "Gaussian basis 
sets in large scale condensed matter simulation". This was of technical interest, reprt~scnting an 
attempt to develop an ab initio code for MD which scales linearly (an "O(N)" method) w1th th() 
number of atoms. It is a departure from the usc of plane-w;_wefl as a basis, which ha::; been a 
characteristiC of the Car-Parrinello MD used in Stuttgart up to now. It seems too soon to judge 
if it will be successful. There are other efforts in this direction, e.g. in Mike Gillan's group at 
Keele, using an entirely clif!Crent appro,'l.ch, which appear to be at lea.<;t as promising. At present, 
however, the ("O(N3)") methods are still ahead of the game for routine applications . .Juerg is also 
inti!llatcly acquainted with the code we use at Queen's, called FCMD, because he designed and 
wrote much of the CPMD package within which tt now runs. His technical expertise wa .. <; extremely 
usefLtl in helping us to improve this code. Together with Ali Alavi, they implemented a block 
version of the Laur.cos diagomtlisation method used in FEMD. Tlus change resulted in a greatly 
improved code, largely because of reducing data movement during execution. Depending on tlw 
machine and size of problem, speedups of factors of 2 to 5 have been obtained. This new code iH 
now routinely used in our work. 

Visit of Juerg Hutter to University College London 

Andrew Fisher. UCL London 

The CCP5-sponsored visit, of .Juerg Hutter to UCL took place on 30 April1908. He spent the 
day in the Condensed Matter and MaterialH Physics Group ,md g·avc a t>-eminar entitled "LGrge
scale condensed mattm· calculations with Gaussian basis sds", which was attended by colleagues 
from the Royal Institutwn, Imperial College, Oxford and Keele Universities as well as members of 
the UCL group. 

Dr Hutter dcsenbed his work on appying Gaussian basis sets to ab initio calculations using 
density functional theory. This research was of great interest to the UK groups present, and after 
his semmar there were extended discussiOns with Professor M . .J. Gillan and hit> group (Keele, now 
at UCL, with mtercsts in O(N) cnkulations using other localir.ed basis sets); with Dr I. Olcinik 
(Oxford, with interests in modelling of oxides); with Dr A. L. Shlugcr and his group (interest.':! 
in modellmg processes in oxides and in developing "clllbedding" codes using localir.cd orbitals); 
and wit.h Dr A. J. Fisher and his group (interests in excitations and transport theory). Dr Huttet 
wnw.ined at UCL until the evening, when he left. for Cambridge. 

This was a valuable visit which brought us up to date with work which is relevant both for 
fundamental developments in cornputational algorithms, and for many applications of interest to 
the UK compLitational physics comnnnuty. 

Visit of Jumg I-I utter to Cambridge 

Mike Payne TCM Cambridge 
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Dr. Hutter's visit to Cambridge was marlcecl by a power cut aero~~ most of Cambridge ten 
minutes before his seminar was supposed lo beg·in. While this would have reduced moHt speakers 
to blithering wrecks, Dr. Hutter proceeded to give a blackboard (in blackened room, as the weather 
was so dull) version of his t.aH;: which ama;.;ingly umn<tgcd lo convey most of the ideas and md.hod
ology of his new computational scheme for performing large scale calculatiOns using Gaussian basis 
sets_ Dr Hutter managed t.o speak to a number of people in both the Physics and Chemistry 
Departments in Cambridge and his 'black in black' seminar attracted a good number of people 
from Chemistry which IS pretty UnLlStlilJ given the va-'lt, in Cambridge terms, distance bct.ween the 
departments. Dr. Hutter's seminar finished just in t.ime for our wgubr Friday afternoon drinks in 
the Theory of Condensed Matter Group. 

Visit of Juerg Hutter to Exeter 

Dob .Jones Exeter 

Juerg Hutter arrived at, Exeter on Monday 4 May and gave a talk to the Theoretical Phystes 
Group on May 5 entitled "Large scale condensed matter calculations with Gaussian basis sets". 

These basis sets are also used by the Exeter group of Dr. Jones but primarily m cluster 
calculations. Dr. Shrivastava's group, who use supcrccll methods, also att(-mded the talk. He then 
hdd detailed discu>;sions with both groups where discnssion focuss~~d on the pseudo-potentials and 
techniques that he uses to perform these large scalt) supcrccl\ calculations and the problems in 
intplemcnt.ing O(N) techniques. He left in the afternoon of May 5. 

Altogether, the visit was a useful one especially in geUing access to the pseudo-potentials used 
by the MPI group 
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Report on CCP5 Sponsored Visit to the United Kingdom (June 
22 - 30 1998) 

S. Melchionna, University of Rome. 

My tour of UK Universities has been through Cambridge, Bristol and Dmesbury Labo1·atory. 
In Cmnbndge I have been in touch mostly with the group of Prof. J.-P.Hansen in the Chemistry 

Department. We have discussed about cmrcnt issues in the classical density functional treatment 
of charged systemH, which he has b~;eu stl!(lying for some years. Interesting insights and possibles 
for collaboration on biophysical systems have emerged In view of my permanence in Cambridge 
in his group starting next September, we have discussed a research projccL about the intluencc of 
electrostatics in strnctural and kinetic properties of ionic channels. Discussions with por,·t-doctontl 
students of that group, namely with Dr. David Goulding and Dr. Arc! Luiss, who arc involved in 
ptojects concerning electrostatics and statis~ical properties of polynwrs, have been a very useful 
source of scientific sharings. I have discussed also with Prof. Michie! Sprik, who is wotking on 
ab-initio simulations of molecules and who is interested in effiCient sampling and detection of 
iutermediate stateH of chemically reactive systems. A possible collaboration is in view on some 
specific rcadive systems. In Uw chemistry department I have given a talk on some recent results 
on the glass-like transition of proteins, as revealed by molecular dynamics studies. Subsequent 
fc~ed-back with the all(licnce has been a very useful occasion to diseuss on this issue. 

In Bristol I have been hosted by Prof. M. Allen of the Physi(;S Department. Prof. Allen's main 
interest ts in liquid erystals. Although our research fields are different he has a long experience in 
molecular dynamics simulation techniques. Conversations on reeent developments in this field have 
been very interesting. Also our meeting has bem1 the occttsion to shmc scientific softw<:tre. I have 
also discussed with a post-doctoral student of his group, Dr. Guido Germano, on recent advances 
in liquid crystals and molecular dyn,~mics. In Bristol a very useful discussion has been with Prof. 
G. W. Neilson, and we have shared some results on biological systems, as he has recently performed 
neutron scatt.enng experiments on polypeptides. The talk in Bristol, regarding the same subject 
It:-; in Cam~ lr.lge, has been an ilL, orlant source of discussion and insights. 

In Dan~>sbury I have been hosted by Dr. W.Smith and I had a very fruitful di.'Jcus .. .:;ion on 
molecular dynamics, both as a technique and applications to complex systems. The future of the 
MD codes that we are dcvclopint~ independently (DL_P()LY and DLPROTEIN) has been discnssecl 
and loosely planued. Sharing of software of this kind has also been very important. In Daresbury 
I had important discussions with Dr. Nic Harrison, about ab· initio simnlation of systems in the 
crystal phase, with Dr. Phil Liudan, on snnulat.ion of systems modeled with dynamie polari:w.J>ility, 
ctnd briefly with Dr. Maurice Leslie. I am very grateful to Dr . .James Nicholson for an instructive 
tour of the Synchrotron. 

The sponsorship of CCPG is gratefully acknowledged. 
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Metal oxides containing d and f electrons: a new challeng·e m 
surface science 

S. L. Dw.larev 
Department of Nhterials, University of Oxford, Parks Road, Oxford OXl 3PH, UK 

37 

Many of the transitwn metal oxides (i.e. oxide materials where metal ions contain d-clectrons) 
exhibit hig;h catalytic 11Ct1vity ;md arc widely used in mdustrittl applicatmns. A recent discovery 
of the possibility of u:->mg U.10 8 for the catalyti(; dest.ruction of a range of environment. pollutants 
has stimulated research <limed at investigating the connection between the catalytic activity of 
transition mdal and actinide oxides and the eleetronic structmes of their surfaces. It was shown 
experimentally at the Department of Materials, University of Oxll:ml, that many of t.hc oxidt~ ma
terials, which arc room temperature insulat.ors, can be imaged in a scanning tumwlling microscop(~ 
at itll elevated temperature [1]. Theoretical study of electronic strudllre and STM images [2],[3] 
based on the LSDA-+U approach have led t.o the conclusion that strong d-d and i-f electron correla
tions arc responsible for unusual electronic properties of a number of trausitwn metal and aetinide 
oxides. The contents of the talk will cover both experim(mta.l and theorct.ical aBpccts of t.his work. 

References 
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Temperature Dependence of Surface Energies of Oxides 

C. E. Sims, G. D. Ban't:"\l'<l, lvL D. Taylor and N. L. Allan 
School of Chemistry, University of Bristol, Cantock's Close, Bristol BSS ITS, U.K. 

Virtually all calculations of the surface energies of ionic crystals have been restricted to the static 
limit Fkrc we present re~mlts for the enerfSies of different. surfaces of a raug;e of oxides over a 
wide n1ngc of temperature, calculated by direct minimisation of the free energy via quw..;ihnrmoni<: 
lattice dyuamic:'l. The usc of lattice dynamics is particularly useful below th(; Dcbye temperature 
where classical Monte Carlo and molccul,tr dynamic::: ti.til due to neglect of quantum effects. 
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Molecular Dynamics Simulation of Metallic Zirconium 

G .. J. Acklftnd 
Department of Physics, The University of Edinburgh, 5419 .TCMD, Edinburgh EI-19 3.JZ, UK 

Molecular dynamks simulations usmg a many-body potential for met<tllic zirconium an: presented. 
The high temper-ature phase of this material is body centred cubic, which has a phase transition 
to hexagonal close packed via a softening of <m N-pomt phonon conpled to a tetragonal shear. 
Softening of another zone boundary phonon corresponding to thew phase is also observed. At the 
transition, twins of hcp matenal arc formed to absorb the transformation strain, tlwir orientation 
corresponding to the parent bee strueture. Eventually, a laminated microstructure evolves 

Cohesive Energies and Order-Disorder Transitions in Alloys 

G. D. Barrera 1 and R. H. de Tendler 2 

1 School of Chemic;try, University of Bristol, Cantock's Close, Bristol BSS lTS, UK 
2 InstiilJto de Ensefiza Superior de Ezeiza, Centro At6mico E7,eh,a, CNEA, Avda. del Libertador 

8250, 1429 Buenos Aires, Argentum 

This talk reports a range of Monte Carlo studies of the order-disorder transition in Cu-Au. Results 
for heat capacities and lattice parameters arc reported. An approximate, parameterised Hamil
tonian is not used. The Monte Carlo steps mcludc both trial displacements of the atoms and 
trial interchanges of Cu and Au atoms. Calculations with and without interchanges allow us to 
determine the difference in the h\;at capacities of the ordered and disordered states. VVc are able 
to explain the tetragonal distortion of ordered CuAu, whlch is not possible using a mean-field 
approach. 

Self-lubrication m Scanning Force Microscope Image Formation 
on Ionic Surfaces 

A. I. Livsh1ts 1 A. L. Shlugcr 2 

1 The Royal Institution of Great Bntain, 21 Albemarle St., London WlX 4DS, UK 
2 Department of Physics and Astronomy, University College London, Gower Street, London 

WC!E 6BT, UK 

The mechanisms of and comhtwns r<~quired for true atomic resolution remain the fonts of Scanning 
Force Microscopy (SFM). We present a theoretical model of SFM using a molecular dynamics 
method for the calculation of the interaction between a crystalline sample and a tip nanoaspcrity, 
combined with a serniernpirical treatment of the rw'soscopic van der Waals attraction between tip 
and surface, and the macroscopic parameter of cant.ilcver dellection. The main features of the 
SFM expcrinwnt were modelled, including force vs. distance curves at various tip positions on the 
surface, and .'lcanning of a perfect L1F surface in contact regime with repulsive force of l - 2 nN. 
It is shown that tip contamination due to adhcr;ion to the surface atoms may promote periodic 
SFM imaging, if the adsorbed surface material makes stable structures on the tip. We demonstrate 
that the adsorbed duster can adjust itself to conditions of scanning by exchanging atoms with the 
surface and changing its stmcture. We bdieve that this dynamic "self-organisation" of the surface 
material ou Uw tip during scanning COltld be a general effect whir.:h may explain why periodic surface 
images <J.re oft.eu obtained using a vmiety of tips and large tip load::;. We discu::;s the implications 
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of Uwsc results with respect, to friction between tips and surfaces and the possibility to observe 
point dcfctts al: ionic surfaces with atomic resolution. 

Molecular Dynamics Simulation of the Crystalline Phases of 
Polyethylene 

T Phillips and S. Hanna 
H. H. Wills Physics Laboratory, University of Bristol, Tyndall Avenue, Bristol DSS lTL, UK 

Cry!-i~allin(; polyelhylene is being studied at a range of temperatures and pressnres using molecular 
dynamics (MD) and x-ray diffractiOn. The long term aim of the project is to study a proposed 
transient mobile phase of crystalline polyethylene tha.l ma_y occur under ambient conditions, as 
pad of the process of crystal growth. To establish the reqtmed background for this study, the 
ambient orthorhombic structure and the high pressure pseudo-hexagonal (or "rotator") phase cu·c 
being investigated using· MD techniques, supported by data from x-ray clifrn.ct.ion. Preliminary 
simulations have been carried out for swall systems, of 2x:3:d2 and 2:t::3:r21! unit cells, of crystalline 
polyethylene using periodic boundary conditions (PBC) and infinite ehams. Larger simulations, of 
3:r5:r48 unit cells, also with PBC bnt with Hnite \.ha.ins, allowing the formation of gauche dcfcds 
and a fuller range of motion, are in progress. Dat:a will be presented for the unit cell ptl,rameters, 
chain dymmdcs and chain conformations. This will be compared to the available cxperirnent<1l 
results for a range of tempm·atures at d.mbient prcssme. Initial simulations of the high prcssnrc 
mobile phases will also be discussed. 

Young's modulus for individual carbon nanotubes and a 
rnonoatomic graphite sheet: comparing theory to observations. 

E. G. Gamaly and S. Crm; Jimenez 
Universidad Autonoma Metropolitana, Departamento de f<'tsica, Apart.ado Pmd;;tl 55-5:\4, 

li~~apalapa, C.P. O!J:J40 Mexico, D.F. 

A simple theory present.ed demonst.uttes how Young's rnodultts of an individual carbon nanotube 
depends on characteristics of t.he int.eratonuc interaction, the external and internal radii of a tube, 
and on the energy expense of bending a graphitic sheet. into a seamless cylinder 'The theory 
qualitatively reproduces the first direct. mea._<;urcmcnts of Young's modulus for 11 individual carbon 
nanotubcs published recently [1]. The extreme st,iffncss of single walled and thick tubules relat.t~s 
mainly to the absence of defects in a pcrfed graphitic rwtwork The Young's modulus of perfect 
tubules is very close to that for defectlcss graphitic monolayer. The t.ht~ory also predicts that 
multilayered defectless t;ubes might haw; the Young's modulns in a rang:e of several (:erapascals. 

References 

[1] 'Treacy, ~vi. M . .J., Ebbesen, T. VV. anc\ Gibson, .J. M. Nat-n·re .381 , 678-080, (1906) 

Misfit strains simulation in heterostructures: HTSC and 
semiconductors 
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Yu. I<ochctkov and V. N. i'hkiforov 
·Low-Temperature Division, Physics Faeulty, Lomonosov Moscow State Univen;ity, RU-119899 

Mosr:ow, Russia 

The misfit slrains is one of the dislocation reasons, which leads to physical features deg;rada.tion of 
hcl:crostructures and, sometimes, to destruction of a. film. Thus, investigation of formation of the 
misfit strains is a quite an important research objective. 

An approach to simulation of the misfit strains is based on the information on tension module 
(Young modulus and Poisson ratio) and variation of crystal lattice pan\meter A in the intermediate 
layer. 

A number of ultrasOLmd measmern(:mts has been performed to calculate it variation of tension 
module in HTSC and in A 2C1)BG scmieonductor heterostructures. Electronic spectroscopy has been 
used to determine the variation of A. Three-dimension pietures of the misfit <>trains were obtained 
for A2(4lB6 films, and isotropic approximation has been used to obtain a two-dimension plot of 
the m1sfit strains in HTSC ones. These computer simulations can be used for quality control of 
hetcrostructurcs. 

We are comparing two reasons that cause dislocation: misfit strains and discrepaney of heat 
expansion eoetlieient. We have identified that even for films and layers which are in close agreement 
in the A parameter, the misfit strains dominate over second mechanism due to interdiffusion of 
the ehcmical elements. 

Keywords: heterostructure, misfit strains, computer simulation, ultrasound, tension module. 

CVD Diamond: From Atomistics to Microstructure 

D. J. Srolovit1: L , C. Battaile 1 , F. Paritosh 1 and J. E. Butler 2 

1 Dept. of MateriaLs Science & Eng., University of Miehigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109 USA 
2 Gas/Surface Dynam1cs Seetion, Code 6174, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington DC 20:375 

USA 

Diamond films arc routinely grown via ehcrnical vapor depositiOn (CVD) techniques in which 11 

precursor gas containing a small amount of hydrocarbon (usually CtLt) in H2 ts heated by a hot 
filament, microwaves, or DC arc jet, dissociating some of t.he H2 into atomic H and creating many 
different hydrocarbon. Atomic H helps stabilize the diamond phase by terminating the diamond 
lat-tice with C-H bonds (i.e., passivating the surface), eonvcrting sp2-bonded C into sp3-boncled 
diamond, and etc.hing sp2-bonclecl C from the surfaee. We present an atomic-scale, kinetic. Monte 
Carlo model of diamond growth that includes a wide range of surface chemieal rcaetions and 
allows tts to simulate m excess of 109 reaction events corresponding to reactor times of up to onr~ 
hour and hundreds of 10'1 atom monolayers We employ this method to predict diamond growth 
rate as a function of surface crystallograpluc orientation, gas phase compos1tion and temperature, 
in excellent agreement with experiment. The resultant struetureH are analyzed to understand 
nucleation and growth on the surface, surfhte roughness and faceting. Using these growth rates 
determined from the atomistic. simulations, we develop a front-traeking model of microstructural 
evolution on a much coarser scale. This model is used to predict the evolution of crystallographic 
text me, surface roughness, and grain st7-e and to understand the growth competition between grains 
that leads to the dcvclopnlf)nt of columnar films. 

Bond Order Interatomic Potentials for Modelling of CVD 
Diamond Growth 
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I I. Okinik, D. G. Pettifor and A. P. Sutton 
Department, of Mat.eria.ls, Univcrsily of Oxford, Parks Ro<Hl, Oxford OXl 3PH, UK 

A basic understanding of surface chemical reactwns which take placn dunng CVD diamond growth 
can only be achiever! by reliable atomistic modelling of the n:actwn pathways ,wd activation barri
ers Ab-initio methods are restricted to snnulating very small syst.ems, therefore, the dcv<olopmcnt 
of semi-empirical interatomic potentials which allow us to model mneh larger systems for longer 
times is the focus of enrrent theoretical efforts. 

We develop nnalyttcal bond order potentials (BOPs) for hydrocarbon systems baBcd on the 
two-center tight-binding (TB) d.pproximation to the electronic structure. In the BOPB the dcc
tronlc degrees of freedom are no longer treater\ explicitly but their in£1uence is captmed through 
the functional form of the BOP which is dcvis~·d by a well-ddinecl set of approximations to the TB 
Hamiltonian, thereby avoiding the many ad hoc parameterfl and functional forms that. enter mnpir
ical potentials. We demonstrate that the first term of t.he IJOP cxpanBion, which corresponds to a 
Tersofi type potentials, is unable to account correctly for the relative stability of different struetures 
such as graphite, diamond simple cub1c and FCC. Accurate structural predictions require inclusion 
of the second term of the BOP expansion which guarantees that the fomth moment of density of 
states is induded ex.:tctly. This property of the analytical BOP is of paramount importance for the 
covalent systems with band gaps such as silicon and carbon. 

The remarkable feature of the novel BOP is that it, predicts the environment.ally dcpendr~nt 
angular functions of the interatomic potentials which were recently introduced by inversion of ab
initio binding energy curves (M.Z. Bazant and E. Ka:xiras, Phys Rev Let, 77, 4370 (Hl96)). As a 
result, analytical BOP gives the right ordering of different crystal structures and cohesive energies 
for open structures (diamond and gta.phitc). We validate the analytical BOP against experiment 
and ab-ilutio predictions. 

Dynamic Scaling in Simulations of Island Growth and 
Coalescence on Substrate Steps 

P A. Mulhera.n and C.D. Pownall 
Department of Physics, University of Reading, Whiteknights. Reading RG6 OAF UK 

Monte Carlo simulations of island growth on substrate steps have been performed, whereby monomers 
arc randomly deposited on a bare substrate and diffuse to substrate steps where they can nucleate 
D = 2 dimensional islands of critical si11e ·i = l In this work the dynanucs of the duster density 
dnrmg the nucleation, growth, coalescence and final percolation of the islands has been studied. 
It is usual to treat t.he growth and coa.lcsccncc regimes separa(.ely, because the physical processes 
appear to be distinct in each. However we have found that our data dtsplay dynamic scalmg for 
the whole evolution. In other words the denBity variation over time for simulations performed at 
different deposition rates collapse well to a universal curve under appropriately scaled time-density 
axes. The re&<;on for this is that the pertinent length scale for the maximum island density is 
also that for the percolation rcg·ime where the clusters all join to form complete eoverage of the 
step. In this work we show how this length scale is determined by the diffusion equation of Lhe 
monomers attadH~d to the steps, and denve explicitly the scaling exponents observed. Furthermore 
this treatment is generalised to t!w case of JJ-dirncnsional islands 1.vith critical island size i, yielding 
explicit predictions f()r the dependencies of the maximum island density and percolation regimr: on 
the deposition rate. This extension to the theory is important because i and D are accessible to 
experimental tr:sts through choice of materials ancl conl:ro\ of substrate temperature. 
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Comparison of Initial stages of Ni-Electrodeposition with 
E:lectroless Ni deposition on Si(lOO) substrate. 

M. A. Kulandainathan, R. Diaz, F. Sanz 
Dept. of Physical Chemistry, University of Barcelona, Av. Diagonal 647, 08028 Barcelona, Spain 

Electrodcposition and clectroless deposition processes provide a continuous buildup of metal coat~ 
ing on a substrate from suitable aqueous solutions. Doth these methods are very useful for t.he 
fabrication of a high density and uniform metallisation of eornplcmcntary metal oxide semiconduc
tor device::; in Ultra-Large Scale Integration. (ULSI) metallisation and in t.hc formation of thin 
metal etch marks for deep ultra-violet lithography 

In this study, we have compared the clectroless deposition of nickel from NR1F solution with 
clectrodeposit.ion of nickel from HF solution. The initial stages of deposition by both the techniques 
are compared and studied using several surface analytical techniques. Each technique has been used 
according to its eha.racteristics to study the parameters that can influence the metal deposition 
process. In both t.hese metal deposition proc('sses pH can be adJusted to thermodynamically 
facilitate the deposition (at greater pH) or a. H-tenninatcd silicon substrate (at lower pH) Evidence 
for (metal) deposition-mduccd etching of the substrate has been reported. The substratl-) influence 
(p- and n-silicon) on the deposition process has also been investigated. 

Tappi11g mode atomic force microscopy (TMAFM) was used to characterise their main fca,turcs 
towards atomic level deposition. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) allow us in some cases to identify the chemical nature of the observed features. 
The results obtained throughout thi~:~ study support further demonstration on detailed mechamsm. 

Modelling Non-epitaxial Growth of Metallic Clusters 

D. M. Duffy 1•2 , J. A. Blackman 1 , P. A. Mulheran 1 and S. A. Williams 2 

1 Department of Physics, University of Reading, Whiteknights, Reading, UK 
2 Department of Computer Science, Unive1sity of Reading, Whiteknights, Reading, UK 

We model the growth of metallic clusters on graphite substrates using Molecular Dynamics tech
niques. The metal/metal interaetion,; are modelled using the Sutton Chen potentials. The validity 
of these potentials for smal! clusters wa . .s verified by comparing the binding energies and equilibrium 
atomic separations with the corresponding values from density functional calculations. 

The metal/graphite potentials were calculated using density function<~l theory. The interaction 
energy of an isolated metal atom with a cluster of 7 carbon rings, passivated with hydrogen, wa:; 
calculated for various separations and the results fitted to a modified Lennard .Jones potentiaL A 
similar caleulation for an atom over a carbon bond enables the structure of the graphite substrate 
to be included in the model. 

Using c~b -initio calculations, we have demonstrated a strong variation in the metal/substrate 
interaction with metal dust(~t" si>~e. This many body effect will have a significant influence on 
growth processes, therefore it is necessary to include it in the rnodd We have derived a many 
body term which has the effect of rcduciw~ the metal/substrate of a metal atom a .. 'i the number of 
neighbours increascs 1 similar to the many body term in the Sutton Chen potentw.l. 

The calculated potentials for Ni and Cu are used in a Molet:ular Dynamics simulation to model 
growth of these metals on a graphite substrate. We find that Ni exhibits layer-by-layer (Frank van 
dcr Mcrve) growth whereas Cu exhibits island (Volmer Weber) growth Similar growth modes are 
found experimentally for these metals on amorphous carbon. 
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Modelling Polyethylene: Path Integral Monte Carlo, Molecular 
Dynamics and Lattice Monte Carlo 

W. Paul 
In:-:;titut fiir Physik, Johannes Gutenberg UnivcrRitiit, 55099 Maim:, Germany 

When one rnocicls dense polymer sy:':>tcms by means of computer simulation methods, one is imme
diately faced with the broad range of length scales (fwm the bond length of~ 1 Ato the radius 
of gyration of~ 100 A) and time scales (from bond length vibrations of~ 10-t.:; sec to renewal 
of the overall ehain eonfonnation in the ns to 11s raugc for short chains) that characteri:t.c these 
rnolecules. No single simulation method or model can cover all these scales. The most prornising 
11pproach is therefore to usc models con taming the specific level of atomistic detail required in the 
simulation and devise interfaces between the models on different scalco;. 

I will present a classical and path integral monte carlo study of the orthorhombic polyethylene 
crystal using an all or explicit atom foro: field. F'or liome quantities quantum effects will be seen 
to play a role even at room temperature. From there we will move on to a united atom description 
of il short chain polyethylene melt. Thi.s model will be valida.ted by a comparilion of molecular 
dyn:nnics simulation results to various experinwnt.s at oue high temperature. This will show that 
our model is able to reproduce the expenmental findings quantitat,ivcly. Finally we will map this 
united atom model onto the bond f-luctuation btticc model of polynH:rs and use the monte carlo 
method to study large scale confonnational and dynamic properties over a broad temperature 
nmge in the melt. 

A degenerate Rosenbluth Monte Carlo scheme for cluster 
counting and lattice anirnal enumeration 

C. M. Care 
Materials Research lnstitc.tc, Shellidd Hallam University, Pond St.reet, Shdfidcl Sl l WB, UK 

VVe describe a new algorithm for the Monte Carlo enumeration of chisters and lattice <mimals. The 
method may be used to crllculat.e assocmtcd properties such as monwntc; or perimeh:r multiplicities 
of the cllJsters. The scheme is an adaptation of the Rosenbluth method for g10win(~ polymer ehains 
and may be used to estimate the number of distinct lattice animals 011 any lattice topology. The 
method is validated against exact and Monte Carlo enumerations for ehistcrs of size :30, on two and 
three dimensional simple cubic lattices. The method may be readily <tdapted to ywld Boltzmann 
\VE)ightcd ltveragt~s over clusters. VVork is currently being undertaken to extend the method to cmmt 
clusters of chams. 

Dynamical scaling anomaly for a two-dimensional polymer chain 
in solution 

S. R. Shannon 1 and T. C. Choy 1 (presented by 13. McKinnon 1 
) 

1 Departmcmt of Physics, Monash University, Clayton, Victoria, 3168, Austra.lia 
2 Department of Physics and Ast.ronomy, University Coll(:gc Loudon, Gower Stred, London 

wen; GBT, UK 

\N{: report on extensive molecular dynamics simulations of a 2D polymer in solution. An analysis 
of the structurc' fttctor clrttn hth"\ revealed :mornttlous dynamical :>cnling behaviour currently not 
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predicted by t.heory. Subsequently, a closer scrutiny of the Zinnn model predictions has revealed 
a breakdown of the prcaveraging approximation clue to the logarithmic infinite range structure of 
the 2D 0f!ecn tensor. Numcncal studies of the Zimm equations upon introducing the 2D Osecn 
tensor have yielded results in accord with the simulations in the scaling regime. While this offers 
some insight into the observed anomaly, our results show that the scaling arguments in 2D arc in 
need of a careful reexamination. 

Modelling surface topographical development on solids subjected 
to bombardment by energetic particle beams 

R Smith 
Loughborough University, Ldcestershirc, LEll 3TU 

This paper will show how surface damage as a result of irradiation by energetic particle beams can 
be modelled. The techniques used in the simulation process will be classical molecular dynamics 
(MD) to model the effect of single particle impacts but also the effect of large doses wlll be 
considered by u:o;ing continuum and Monte-Carlo models. The MD models will consider the damage 
on both covalent matermls such o.s graphite and silicon and also metals such as copper or zirconium. 
Comparison will be made to experimental results using scanning force or scanning tunnelling 
microscopy. Attempts will be made to relate the development of damage on the atomic scale to 
micron scale structures which can develop after large doses. 

Computer Simulation of Defect Production by Displacement 
Cascades in Metals 

F. Gao, A. F. Calder, D . .J. Dacon 
Department of Matm·ials Science and Engineering, The University of Liverpool, Liverpool 

L69 3BX, UK 

Molecular DynamiCS (MD) techniques have been used to investigate the mechanisms and final state 
of defect production due to the primary cascade ,;tate of radi<ttion damage in metals. This st,udy 
includes research dealing with the cf[ect on defect formation and dustering of primary knock-on 
atom (PKA) energy, irradiation temperature and the spatial overlap of cascades. The simulatiOn 
has confirmed some of the early ide<t-':1 based on binary-collision concepts and revealed new aspects 
not anticipftted. The defect production efficiency in metals under cascade-producing inacliation 
with ions and neutrons is approximately one quarter of the NRT value, which is eon::>istent with 
experimental data. Both intcrstitml and vacancy clusters are features of displacement cascades. 
Most interstitial clusters have dislocation chnracter, but a few metastable dusters have been found 
and nn} persistent over Uw pl)riocl of the MD simulation. Because the time.':lCitlc of wse:"J..dcs is very 
short, some experimental results cannot be explained by MD simulation, for example the temper
ature dependence of matrix hardening, void swelling and the <.hffcrcnt mechanisms of hardening 
under electron and neutron irradiation. A poss1ble way for the future development of models of 
the evolution of dmnag(o beyond the sla.ge of the cascade process is discussed. 

The Vibrational Anomalies and Polymorphism in Titanium: A 
Tight-Binding Approach 

J. L. Gavart.in and D . .I. Dacon 
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Dq)artment of Materials Science and Engineering, The University of Liverpool, Liverpool 
LGO 3I3X, UK 
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The group IV transition metals (titanium, ;;,irconium and hafnium) possess a number of rather 
remarkable features in their properties attributed to strong anomalies in their phonon spt~ctra. 
These include crystalline polymorphism, a high temper,tture sttturation of the electncal conduc
tivity, rapid increase of the constant pressure heat capacity at high temperature, and anisotropy 
ln diffusion and thermal properties. The vibratiOnal anomalies manifest themselves by a strong 
(and sometimes inverse) temperature dependence of t.he certain phonon frequencies even at l:he 
conditions far away from the phase transition. For example, the [0001]£0 branch in tlw low 
temperatLire hexagonal close-packed n-phasc of Ti and Zr exh1bits substantml softening \vith tem
perature. The frequencies of the [OOl]T; zone-boundary and [ltl]L (q = ±) phonons in the high 
temperature bee-structured [3-phasc, also decrease dramatically while <tpproaching the ,B- cr: tran
sition tempcratme from above. The established large sensitivity of the VIbrational ami clastic: 
properties of d-metals to the d-band filling, as well as to the details of d-band structure, suggests 
strong electron-phonon interaction cfl:'ccts. Thus the study of the anharmonidty in sueh systems 
reqmres the method accounting for at least some electron density effects and, at t.he same l:imc, 
allowing for large scale MD simulat!(mS, so the dynamics beyond the harmonic approximatiOn can 
be studied. The various O(N) implementations of the tight-binding approach seem to be adequate 
compromise for this purpose. Having titanium as the case study, we analyse both anharmonic and 
electron-phonon couplmg eflCcts in different poly types, by mmns of bond ordec potentia.l.:tpproxi
mation to tight-binding approach implemented in OXON package. We apply this method for both 
molecular dynamics and fro;;,cn phonon calculations and compare results, were relevant, with the 
k-space tight-binding calculations. Based on these simulations, we d1scuss the static and dynamic 
variat10ns of the electron dwrnical JJOtential as n,pplied to mther the whole system or particular 
phonons, and the implications of these changes in the thermal frequency shiHs and relative phase 
stability. 

A New Approach to Impurity Scattering m Doped 
Semiconductors 

G. Kaibliuger-Gn\iin, H. Kosina, and S. Selberhcrr 
Institute for Microelectromcs, TU Vienna, Gusshausstra.sse 27·-·29, A~1040 Vienna, Austriu 

There is a dear cvidcnee that mobility data depend on the ~pccies of dopants in heavily elope([ 
semiconductors. To clarify this still unsolved problem from i\ physical point of view WlO adopt a 
new theoretical approach to discuss the infhwnce of the ioni%ed impurities on the electron rnobilit.y 
in doped semiconductors. We show for the first time that consideration of the charge density of 
the valence electrons allows not only to dbtinguish the majority ttnd minority electrons, but aLso 
to differentiate between vanous acceptors and donors. Since the pictmc of the hydrogenic behavior 
of shallow impurities can well describe ioni%al:ion and screening properties, we <:l..SSLtnW a h.ydrogcn
like expmwntial electron charge distribution consisting of N dect.rons while retaining a point-like 
nucleus of total charge Z (in units of the ekmentary dmrge e). The charge distribution of the 
impurities is described within lhe 'Thomas-Fermi theory in the l:ncrgy functional formulation. By 
means of a variational principle one obt.ains a uniqne chargl: density for ()i.lCh dopant. The con:e
sponding atomic form factor F( q) of t.he elec:tron charge distribution in Fourier space is significantly 
different for varioLJ~ dopants at higher doping concentrations. Taking into account muny-particlc 
mter<tction.s the total scntterin,g cro.ss .sed ion within the Born approximation is derived. 
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We calculate the elcdron mobility ll at 300 K employing the derived formulas in a single-particle 
Monte Carlo procedure using analytic band structure including phonon and plasmon i11t.eraction. 
The Pauli principle is accounted for by a rejection technique. Our results tOr Si, GaAs, and lnP 
confirm experimental data indicating th;-tt Ious w1th higher Z result in lower values of fl. 

In condnsion, the present approach to our knowledgf) is the first physically based model to date 
which explains the dependence of the majority and minority electron mobility on various species 
through the atomic number. 

Ab Initio Path Integral Molecular Dynamics of Hydrogen Diffusion 

M. I . .J Probed and M. C. Payne 
DeparLrncnt of Physics, Cavencli:-!h Laboratory, University of Cambridge, Madinglcy Road, 

Cambridge, CB3 OHE, UK. 

We present here preliminary resnlts for the snnula.tlon of hydrogen diffusion on the Si(lll) surface. 
Tins is a system for which the quantum ;;ero-point motion of the light hydrogen atom has a signif· 
icant effect on observed properties. VVe have used an ab -initio path integral molecular dynamics 
technique in order to fnlly simulate the ;~,ero point motion whilst at the same time calculating 
the electronic structure and relaxation of the surface. We highlight those features in our results 
that can only be explained by a proper treatment of the zero-point motion and hence demonstrate 
the usefulness of this technique. This is the first time that the ab -initio path integral molecular 
dynamics t,echnique has been applied to the properties of surfaces. 

Poster Abstracts 

FEOS: A Code for Lattice Dynamics and Structure Optimisation 
of Polar Solids 

G. D. Darrcnt, M. B. 1/tylor, N. L. Allan aud T H. K Barron 
School of Chemist.ry, Univcn;ity of Dnstol, Cantock's Close, Bristol BS8 1 TS, UK 

This contnbntion describes FEOS, a program which uses a combination of lattice statics and quasi
harmonic lattice dynamics to calct1late analytically the free energy of a crystal and its geometncal 
derivatives, at a given temperature and pressure, These quantities are used to perform efikient 
fully dynamic structmc optimisation of umt cells containing hundreds of ions. High preeision is 
readily obtamcd. Quasihrtrmonic lattice dynamics has proved to be a good technique for t.he cal
culation of free energies of solids, often even up to qL1ite elevated temperatures It is much cheaper 
than Monte Cmlo or molecular dynamics. Recent applic,ttwns include studies of the free energy 
of defect formation and of ceramics with large neg<ltive thermal expansion. The code is now ready 
for distribution to interested academic groups. 

Lattice Modelling of Fracture in Impure Metals. 

M. J. Callaway 1 , C. lVL Crue 1 , D . .I. Cleaver 2 

1 Materials Research Institute, Sheffield 1-Iitllam University 
" School of Scim1ce and Mathematics, Division of Applied Physics, Sheflield Hallam University 
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The intragranular fracture of ~teels has been inve,t,igated using a two dirw:n,ionallatticc modeL 
The lhCJs model is based on a square lattice with interactions between 1wighbouring and next ncar·· 
Celt neighbour sites, bond~ bending is controlled usmg a form or Born potential. Plastic behaviour 
is incorporated using a reversible two~step potential function. The model has been mapped onto 
the isotropic continuum to allow parameterisation from experimental data. Bonds arc switched to 
the plastic state or broken using a stochastic technique [1], with a. probability dctcrmi1wd from the 
energy of the bond. VVe present the results of a. series of sirnulatrons of metal matrices containinp; 
single and multiple particulate defetts. We demonstrate that by choo:::;ing the correct parametcri~ 
ilation, particulates can b(·: made to Clthcr dcbond from the matrix or t.o undergo briUlc.,) fntcturc. 

References 

[l] Meakin, P., Science ,252 , 226, (1991) 

Thermal and Mechanical Properties of FCC metals and their 
binary Alloys 

T. Qagm, 2 G. Dereli, 1 Ivl. Uludogan, 1 M. Tomak 1 

1 Department of PhysiCs, Middle East Technical University, 06531 Ankara, Turkey 
2 Materials and Process Simulatwn Center, California Institute of Technology, Pa.,sadcna, CA 

9l125 , USA 

The temperature dependence of thermodynamic and mechanical properties of fcc transition metals 
(Ni,Cu ) and their alloying behavior are studied using molecular dynamics (MD). The structures 
arc described at elevated tcmperatun;s by the force fields developed by Sutton and co-wol'kers 
within the context of tight binding approach. MD algorithms based on extended Hamiltonian 
formalism from the works of Andersen, Parrinello and Rclhman, Nos(), Hoover and C)agm. The 
SIMULATOR program that \VC moe generates information about variottS physical prnpcrbcs dming 
the run time along wHh critical trajcct.m·y and stepwise information which need t,o be an;.tlyzcd 
post production The thermodynamic and rm~cha.nical properties are calculated in the t.cmperatun: 
range between :lOOK to J.500K with 200K increments nsing the statistical fluctuation expressious 
over the MD trajectories. 

Excited State Dynamics in Nanodots 

B. A. McKinnon and A. M. Stoneham 
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University Collq~c London, Gower Street, London 

WC!E GBT, UK 

Nanodots exhibit special features upon excitation, m particular broader than cxpceted tran:-;ition 
widths. Excttation causes a change in the volume of the clot. The con.~equcnt dilatational .stmin 
shifts the transition energy. Where the excitation docs not cause a large redistribution of the 
charge density, the volurne change is essentially independent of the volume of the nanodot.. Hence 
th(~ shift in transition energy is inversely proportional to the clot volume, broadening transition 
widths where the system consists of a (hstribution of dots of various sizes. However, even for single 
clots, there is an intrinsic broadening due to the finite time taken for the volume relaxation. The 
volume chang'C takes place over Et. brrwsc;tlc determined by the radius of the dol ,'tncl the velocity 
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of sound in the dot, leading to an electronic clephasing time of the order of several hundred fs for 
dots of radmH lOA. We have verified the above effects using MD simulations of NaCl nanodots. 
The finite size of the nanodot also aft(.;cts phonon relaxation in the system. We conclude with a 
discussion of the nature and effect. of phonon dephnsing in nanodots. 

The Dynamics of the Nucleation and Coalescence Regimes 
Simulations of Island Growth on Substrate Steps 

P. A Mulheran and C. D. Pownall 
Department of Physics, Univcnnty of Reading, Whiteknights, Reading RG6 GAF UK 

0 

m 

In an accompanying presentation it has been demonstrated how the dynamics of island growth 
and co;_tlcsccuce on fmbstratc steps display dynamic scaling. In this work we focus on the detailed 
evolution of the duster density in boU1 the early stage nucleation regime and the later coalescence 
regm1e, for a simulation using island dimensionality D = 2 aud critical island size ·i = l. VVc 
show that the inter-island gap si"'e distribution IS a scaling property of the growth, which implies 
a hierarchical self-similanty in the system, and derive an approximate form for tillS distribution 
from the monomer diffusion equation. In the nucleation regime we predict that the island density 
should grow as the fifth power of ((P/r), where (pis the number of monolayers deposited on the 
step and -r i:o; the ratio of the monomer diffusion and deposition rates. The simulation d,:tta confirm 
this behaviour, and the constant of proportionality itgrecs reasonably well with theory g1ven the 
approximations used. However this low-(,& behaviour indicates that the dynamic scalmg plots cannot 
be exact in this regime, but instead possess a residuall/25 power dependence on r) an observation 
in agreement with the data. In the later stages we show how it is the smallest islands that coale:o;cc 
first, which enables accurate calculation of the cluster density evolution in the coalescence regime 
based upon the gap :o;ize distribution derived above. Taken with the dynamic scaling results, this 
work shows how complete theoretical understanding of the detailed evolution of the simulated 
growth Call be obtained. 

A Study of a Steric and Electric Multipole Model of Liquid 
Crystal Geometry 

M.P.Neal 1 , A.J.Parkcr 1 and C.M.Carc 2 

1 School of Mathematics and Computing, Umversity of Derby, Kedleston Rd.) Derby, DE22 lGD, 
UK 

2 Materials Research Institute, Sheffield Hallam, University) Pond St., Sheffield, SWl lWB, UK 

Liquid crystal:-:; are asymmetric in varying degree.'> in their molecular shape, charge distribution 
and polarLsabilty and the problem of relating molecular structure to phase behaviour is complex. 
We report results [1] from a ~er-ies of molecular dynamics simulations des1gned to study the phase 
behaviour of model rod-like liquid crystal molecules interacting vi1t the CitY Berne Potential. We 
also report results from a study of quadrupolar :o;ingle and multi-site Gay Berne molecules. 

Following classification of molecular geometry m terms of a multipole expansion of steric asym
metry, two models have been st·udied in detail: a r,igzag model defined as a steric quadrupole and 
a triangle model defined as a longitudinal steric dipole, and comparison has been made with a 
cylindrical model. Extensive simulation:o; in the NPT ensemble a delay m the temperature of onset. 
of the srncctic D phase, with a lower temperature of onset observed with the c;teric quadmpolc 
than with the st.cric dipole. Local anti-parallel steric ordering within a layer was observed with the 
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model stedc dipole in the crystal D phase but not with the model stew~ quadrupole. This struc
ture~ is in agreement with experimental rc~mlts and with the prediction of the generalised molecular 
asymmetry model [2]. The steric quadrupole demonstrated a rippled structure throughout the 
:mwctic B phase increasing iu amplitude and wavelength sufficient to t.ilt molecules along a wave 
with respect to the system director as the systcrn was cooled. This structure was almost absent in 
the final crystal structure cooled. 

Results for the addition of a long·itudinal and transverse electric: dipole to a cylmdrical Gay 
Berne molecule indicate that both the longitudinal and l.ransverse electric quadrupole raise t:he 
tempcra~urc of onset of the nematic phast) aud destabilisc thf) smcctic phase. The effect is greater 
with a transverse electric quadrupole and the trend opposes lhat of the tram verse steric quadrupole. 
Preliminary results for the addition of an electric quadrupole to a stcric quadrupole ag~cin indieatc 
a rise in the temperature of onset of t;he smecttc phase compared to the stcric quadrupole alone. 

References 

[l] Neal, M, P., Parker, A. J., and Care, C. M .. .!vfolec. Phys. , UJ97, in press. 

[2] Petrov, A. C:., and Der,;h,mski, A., I'v!ol. C'ryst. Liq. Oryst. ,151 , 303 (1987) 

Evolution of microstructure in the bcc-hcp martensitic phase 
transition in zirconium 

U. Pinsook and G J. Ackland 
Department of Physics, The University of Edinburgh, Jarnes Clerk j'via.xtwll Building, Kings 

Builditlg, Mayfwld llo<td, Edinburgh EIHl :3JZ 

'We report molecular dynamics sunulations of th() martcnSit.ic phase tnmsitinn from bet to hc:p in 
:;mconium. VVe show the evolution of a laminated twin microstructure, with some plast,ic deforma
tion occurmg to rotate the twms. Thif' rot.ation iH ;,uch a:-; to alter t.IH' t.winuing <tngln from the G0° 
between the hcp variants to the 61.5° angle of the low energy (lOil) twin. The proxunity of a low 
energy twin to the twinning angle is thus identified as a cause of microscopic irreversibility in the 
transition. 

Ordering in Oxides and Silicates 

.J. A. Purton 1·'1 , G. D. Barrera. 1 , N. L. Allan 1 and .J. D Blundy 2 

1 Sthool of Chernistry, University uf BristoL Cantock's Close, Bristol 1338 lTS, UK 
" CETSEI, Department of Geology, University of Bristol, Dristol BS8 lR.l, UK 

Cation or Ctli!OH ordering is ofttm crucial in deterndninp; phase stability and in determining thermo
dynamic, clcctric;tl and geochemical properties. The simulation of ionic solids with a finite impurity 
or defect content, or with ext<msive disorder, is still problematic. Such systr:rns have hu·gely been 
studied theoretically either via pomt defect c(l,lculu.tions which refer only to the clilt1tc limit., or 
via "supcrcells" in which a periodic supmlatticc of ddeds or impnrit;ies is introduced z:xtending 
throughout the macrostopic crystal These methods have clear limitations. 

In this presentation we report the implmncntation of ?v'Ionte Carlo techniques specially adapted 
to allow for tlw sampling of many configurations and to take c:1:plicit accuunt of thf) complex 
relaxation c:tccompmtying· tJw disorder, without. l'C.'>orting to tlw use of pnrmncterisccl Hamiltonians. 
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Preliminary results for cation ordering in olivincs and for the enthalpies of mixing of simple oxides 
are presented. 

Template-Framework Interactions in Chiral AIPO's 

A. Hamirez-Cuesta, Philip C. H. Mitehell and P. Mark Rodger 
Department of Chemistry, The University of Reading, Whitektughts, Readmg RG6 6AD UK 

Self assembly is a major tool in nanotechnologie~>. Intercalation of organic molecules between the 
layers of inorganic solids is used to construct pores and channels of controlled size on a nanometer 
scale. 

The materials created by templating have so far been largely achiral. The fabrication of ma
terials with chiral nano-environments will open an important field in nano-technology, where the 
:1eparat10n of enantiomencally pure substances is desired, as in biological and medical applications. 

Recently, there have been successful attempts to intercalate chiral transition metal complexes 
into aluminophosphates (AIPO's), forming chirallayered compounds [1]-[4]. 

We are undertaking Molecnlar Dynamics simulations to identify the key template host interac
tions which are the strnctural determinants. A Molecular Dynamics simulation has been performed 
to study the structural characteristics of a novel type of chiral aluminophosphate that has been 
recently syntlwsir,cd [1]. The force fields for the Al-P-0 interactiOns were obtained from previous 
work [5]-[9]. 

For the chiral template a rigid body scheme was used with three diHCrent approaches. A simple 
charged sphere model with nearly hard-sphere interactions was used first. This simple model was 
able to explain the mechanical stability of the structure in a constant volume simulation, but failed 
under constant pressure simulationfl A more dt)tailed model was then constructed by including 
the detailed shape of the overlap forces ansing from the chiral template. This system gave a good 
reproduction of the experimental structure vibrational spectrum. The final model was an extension 
of the second model to incorporate chemical interactions such as hydrogen bonding. solid 

The aim of thi:-; study is to evaluate the different degrees of complexity needed to reproduce 
the features of the system. This will identify the factors needed to stabilise a chiral nanopmous 
material. In this work we report the optirnis(xl f>"tructurcs of the chind AlPO compared with the 
X-ray structures, the corresponding energws, and the ealculatcd vibrational spectra. 
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Molecular Dynamics Simulation of Homogeneous Nucleation m 
Vapor Phase 

Kcnji Yasuolca 1 and Mitsuhiro Matsumoto 2 

1 Computational Science Lab., The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research(RIK8N), Wako 
051-01, .hpan 

2 Depart.mcut of Computational Science and Engineering, Nagoya University, Nagoya 4{H-Ol, 
.Japan 

Molceular dynamics computer simulation was carried out to mvestigate the dynamics of vapor 
phase homogeneous nucleation for a Lennard-Janes fluid. To control the system tt)mpctaturc, the 
5000 target particles were mixed with 5000 soft~corc carrier gas particles. The observed t\llcleation 
rate is six orden; of magnitude larger than prediction of a dassical nuclc;ction theory kn· Lemmrd
Joncs fluid. The kinetically-defined critical nucleus size, where the growth and decay rates are 
balanced, is 30---40, as large as the thennodynamically-defmed value estimated with the classical 
tht:ory. U~ing the cluster concentration expression reversely, the free energy of cluster formation 
!::::..G is f)Stimated. The surface contribution term has a Jl()cuhar dependence on the cluster size n 
as e< n°·88 . With this 6.G, the prcchctecl nucleation rate agrees with the simulation result. The 
temperat.ur~) dependence of nucleation rate will be presented. 
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Making and Breaking Potentials 

Invited Talks 

Model interatomic potentials for covalent systems. 

J crry Tcr~o1f. 

IllM Watson Research Centre, 
PO Box 218, Yorktown Heights, 
New York 10598, USA 

This talk will describe one approach t.o constructing model potentials for covalent systems, wil:h 
sample applications. The characteristic limitations of such potentials will be discussed, along with 
the obstacles and opportunities for constrnctmg new and better potentials. 

Doug. Cleaver. 

Generalisation and augmentation of the 
Gay-Berne potential. 

Materials Research Institute, Sheffield Hallam University, 
Pond St, Sheffield 81 1 WB, UK 

The Gay---Berne potentml involves pairwise~additivc anisotropic interaction sites and can be 
viewed as a generalisation of the Lcnnard-··Jones potential for non-spherical particles. It is mainly 
used in snnulations of complex fluids (hquid crystals, amphiphilcs and elastomers) where its simplic
ity makes aeeessiblc the considerable~ runtimes required for free <:t-'lsembly of the phases/structures 
of mlercs!· This talk will illustn•fe the strengths and weaknesses of the Gay··Derne potential, some 
recent clcvclopment-'l to it that have opened up new areas in liquid crystal simulation and some 
ideas for more' diverse future applications. 

Peter Gutubsch. 

Atomistic aspects of cleavage fracture 
in crystalline materials. 

Max-P!anck-Ins(,itut fi.ir i\IIetallforschung, 
Scestra.ssc 92, 70174 Stuttgart, Germany 

The macroscopic frtilure of materials is ultnnately determined by events on the atomic scale. 
This is particularly dear in the case of brittle fracture, where the crack at its tip must be atom
ically sharp and must break the bonds between atoms. It is therefore obvious that a. detailed 
undcrstandmg; of brittle fracture will ultimately n~quirc an understanding on t.he atomic scale. 
Atomistic modelling is ,t Ltseful way to study such processes and is even more appealing if one 
acknowledges that it will naturally reproduce fradurc by loading, whereas the widely used contin
llllln modds require explicit fracture criteria. 

Similarly, the dynamics of t.hc bond breaking, of dislocation generation and of dislocation motion in 
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the crack tip fleld, which are the undr~rlying phyHical proccHsr:s in Uw so-called semi-brittle fracture 
regime an~ all linked to the atomic length scale and ucn nll be studied atomistically Semi-briU!c 
fradure is wnmlly observed in materials which undergo a brittlc-to-dnctile transitwn (below the 
transition tcmpmature) and consequently we abo need to develop deeper insight into these dynamic 
processes in order eventually to understand the brittle-to-ductile transition. 

The talk Will be centered around three main topics. First, the requirements for the construction 
of atomic intm·action models which can be used in the atomistic modelling of crack tip processes 
will be briefly reviewed. Second, the import.ancc of lhe discrete atomistic structure of the crack 
tip will be discussed together with the so-called latbcc trapping effects. Third, the dynamics of 
the brittle fracture process and the critical velocities which can be attained by the crack and by 
emitted dislocations will be investig<tted. 

Alex MncKen:ll 

The importance of microscopic contributions 
to condensed phase macroscopic properties m 

empirical force field calculations. 

University of Maryland, School of Pharmacology, 
Department of Pharmaceutical Science, 
Baltimore, Maryland 21201, USA. 

Empirical force field calcnlations apply sunplistic mathematical model:o; to study complex chem
lcal systems. The results from such calculations are directly dependent on the quahty of the 
empirical force field parameters used in the computations. We will present a methodology for 
the development of foro~ field paranwters that. takes into account both microscopic (e.g;. specific 
intcraction1-1 between water molecules and model compounds) and macroscopte (e.g. h(~ats of va
pori7-ation or free energies of solvatton) properties. Examples from protein, lip1d and nucleic ncid 
calculations will be presented. 

Molecular dynamics simulations of the a ---+ b 

pressure-induced reconstructive phase 
transformation in crystals of resorcinol. 

Samir Devani and .Jamshed Amvar~. 

Departnwnt of Pharmacy, King's College London, 
Manresa Road, London SW3 GLX, UK. 

The ability to predict new polymorphic phases of a substance as well as its phase stability is of 
considerable scientific mterest and technolog-ical importance. The molecular dynamics simulation 
technique using the Parrinello ·-Rahman boundary conditions offers a potentially powerful appro<teh 
for mvestigating both polymorphism and polymorphic phase transt'ormations 

This study presents results of molecular dynamics simulations of a reconstructive polymorphic 
transfonnation in a strongly hydrogen-bonded molecular cryst,ltl, namely resorcinol The focus has 
been on the a ~r iJ transfornmtion as a function of pressure, which has been successfully simulated 
The effcct.s of Home o[ the irnport"nt variable;; <bsociated with simulations of cry.stals have been 
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explored. Simulations were carried out using both a partially rigid and a flexible representation of 
the resorcinol molecule as well as different force-field parameters. In addition, the ef[ects of varia
tions in the temperature and pressure relaxatiOn constants, sy::;tem size and s~arting configuration 
were examined. 

This success with a hydrogen-bonded structure, along with a better understanding of the variables 
associated with molecular dynamics simulations of crystals opens up the possibility of exploring 
structure, phase stability, and kmetic aspects of polymorphic crystals of molecular .-;ystcm.~. 

Paul Madden. 

Many-body effects in the interaction potentials 
of ionic materials. 

Physical and Theoretical Chemistry Laboratory, 
Oxford University, South Parks Road, Oxford OXl 3QZ, UK 

Anions iu ~he condensed phase have profoundly different properties from their free counterparts. 
This is a consequence of the strong confining pol;ential exerted on the anionic electron density by 
H\llTOlmding ions. Depending on the precise shape of the potential (which, in thermal motion, will 
vary from one instant to the next), the amon may be more-or-less compressed, deformed and po
lnxi,ed and hence its interaction potential with the other ions in the system will also vary. Only for 
the simplest ionic systems (e.g. alkali halides) can this variation be neglected and the interactions 
described by some average pair potential. Most other systems exhibit "covalent effects" in their 
structure ltnd dynamical properties- that is to say that these properties are not describable as a 
consequence of pairwise additive ionic mteractions. 

For some time (sec Chern Soc.Rcv., 25, 339-350 (1996)), my group has been examining how to 
represent in computer simulations the many-body aspects of the interaction potentials, which arise 
as a consequence of the variation of the confining potentiaL Some of these effects (notably polariza~ 
tion cmd ion compression) can be unambiguously characterized by performing electronic structure 
calculations on ions in suitable idealized environments. These allow the partial parameterization of 
an "extended" ionic model, in which the variation in the ionic properties are represented by addi
tional dynamical variables (alongside the ionic coordinates) which are handled by borrowmg ideas 
from the Car-Parrinello method. Fm other effects, we have to resort to more empirical methods or 
to to ltd energy calculiltions to charactcri:t.e them. The calculations reveal that a surprisingly large 
range of "covalent" behaviour can be recovered within this extended wnic model. 

In the talk I will illustrate these idea~ by describing the development of many-body potentials for 
o:dcles by Adrian Rowley. The basic potential is refined in card'ul, quantitative studies of MgO (see 
.J.Chem.Phys., 108) .10209 (1998)). It is then shown how, by :;imply scaling ,;orne of the potential 
pawmcters to allow for the change of cation radius, tlus potential may be tmn8jern:d to other 
oxides, cv(~n if th1s involves a change of stoichiometry. Applications to the surface relaxation of 
Cr20:1 and to the different crystalline polymorphs of G-e0 2 will be described. 
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David Henty. 

Oral Presentations 

Parallelisation of molecular dynamics 
simulations: an int1·oduction. 

Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre, Kings Builcllngs, 
University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh EH9 3.JZ, UK. 
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Modern supercomputers arc paralld machines, and these pose certnin pmblmns t(n· the coding 
of simulations such as molecular dynamics. This talk aims to pvc im:;ight into t!Hcsc problems, and 
how they arc overcome for state-·of-thc-art machmes. Those pla,nning a career in lugh performance 
computation should appreciate how powerful these machines may be in the ncar futmc. 

Anticipating potential problems. 

Gracmc Ackland. 

Department of Physics, King's Buildings, 
University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh EH9 3JZ, UK. 

This introductory talk will discuss transferability of interatomic potentials. In particular the 
need to consider the types of interactions which i1W likely to be important in a given simulation 
is discussed Selection of a functional form and appropriate fittmg data for a potentitcl is then 
invcstigat,cd and a few examples arc discussed. 

Mean-field and large-scale simulation approaches 
to the moleculm· design of liquid crystals. 

Maja Ncndel1 ', M.A. Glascr2 , Y. Lansac2 , N.A. Clark2 and D.M. Walba1 . 

1 Department of Chemistry and Biochemi-Stry, Campus Box 215, 
University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309-0215, USA. 

2 Condensed Matter Laboratory, Department of l-'hysics, Campus Box 390, 
University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309-03!)0, USA. 

'The Bouldr~r model constitutes a mean-field approach to predict certain properti<~s of t1lted 
smectic hquid crystals, i.e. Uw spontancom; polarization density P, the non-zero second-ordt~r hy
perpolarizibility x(Zl, optical dichr01sm and rcfract1ve indices. In this model, a single liquid crystal 
m()Jeeule is placed into a bent cylinclrical-shapcd biucling sit!:, or mean-field potential, analogous 
to the binding cavity in enzymes '1'he sluqw of the binding; site is chosen to have a symmetry 
c:orresponc\inp; to that of the phase. The underlying hybrid force-fields are developed using ab -ini
t·io and DFT calculations on small moc\cl systems, and tlwy arc parametrized to fit experimental 
da.ta. The developrnenl; of these force fields will be c!Jscussed, as will be the performance of the 
Doulder model in specific cases as compared to large-scale molecular dynamics calcul<ttions and to 
experimental data. 
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Interaction laws used in the simulation 

of granular materials. 

D.M. Heyes 1", J. Baxter2 , U. Tiizlin2 and P.A. Langston;1. 

1 Department of Chemistry, University of Surrey, 
2 Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Surrey, 
:l Department, of Chemical Engineering, University of Nottmgham. 
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Molecular Dymuuics simulatiOn has been used many times to model the physical properties of 
granular materials since the pioneering work of Cundall & Strack (Geotechnique 29, 47 (1979)). 
A wide ra.ngc of processes, including simple shear, compaction, mixing by churning and vibration, 
transportation by conveyance, hopper filling and discharge and heap formation have been simu
lakd. Highly idealised mteraction laws have typically been employed (e.g. spring-and-dashpot, 
and Hertz -· the classical solution for two elastic spheres in compressed contact) with the implicit 
assumption that the physical phenomena produced are msensitivc to the interaction law between 
the grains. In recent years our MD work in this area has shown that this is far from the case. For 
example, lhe granulm assembly structure, the stress distribution in the system and at its bound
aries, and even the bulk flow characteristics arc highly sensitive to the analytic form chosen for the 
interaction potential. VVe have established simple interaction laws that give a more realistic repre
sentation of granular system behaviour than those used in the past. A discussion of the terms in 
this interaction law, and the issues raised will be given. Examples of results taken from our simula
tions of hoppers and heap formation will be presented (Langston, Tliziin & Hcycs, Chem.Eng.Sci. 
50, 967 (1995) & 51, 863 (1995); Powder Tech. 85, 153 (1995); Baxter, Tli.7.\m, Burnell & Heyes, 
Phys.Rev.E 55, 3546 (1997); Langston, Nikitidis, Tlizi.in, Heyes & Spyrou, Powder Tedt 94, 59 
(1997)). 

Effects of hard cores - purely viscous liquids? 

.J.G. Powies 1* and D.M. Hcycs2 . 

1 Physics Department, University of Kent, Canterbury, 
2 Chemistry Df)JHlrtment, Uruversity of Surrey, Guildford. 

It is shown that if an intermolecular potential has a hard cmc of any sort, the infinite-fr<Oquenc:y 
shear modulus G,:x> and the bulk modulus K 00 of the fluid are infinite (Powles & Heyes, in prepa
ration). This is a generalisation and extended applicat.ion of the analysi~:> of Zwan:~.ig (Zwa.nzig & 
Mountain, .J.Chem.Phys. 43, 446,1 (1965); Schofield, Proc.Phys.Soc 88, 149 (1966)), which has 
recently been invr.stigated in detail for hard spheres (Heycs & Aston, .J.Chem.Phys. 100, 2149 
(1.994)) and for increasingly steeply repulsive potentials (Heyes, .J.Chern Phys. 107, G:3 (1997), 
Heyes & Powles, Molcc.Phys. in press) showing explicitly that. Goo and !(00 are infinite. This 
result has also been noted in passing, for hard spheres, elsewhere (Sehofielcl, p.58:3 lu Physics of 
Simple Liquids, ed: Temperley eta!., North Holland (1968); Groot & Agturof, Macromolecules 28, 
6284 (1995)). 

According to Maxwell (Phil.'.Ihws.Roy.Soc. 157, 49 ( 1867) ), and the experimental evidence, all real 
fluids n.re "vic;cocla .. stic". However, if the infinite-frequency elastic modnli are infimtc, the Maxwell 
relation time is zero and the fluid is purely viscous at all Jlnite frequencies. Thus the non-physical 
assurnption of <t hard core interaction leads to non-physical behaviour and the repercussions of this 
demand furt.her analysis (Powles & Heyes loc. cit.). 
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L.D. Lloyd. 

Modelling aluminium clusters with an empirical 
many-body potential. 

School of Chenustry, 
University of I3irmmgham, Birmingham 815 2T1', UK 

An empirical two-plus-three-body atomistic potential, derived by fitting experimental data pcr
ta.ining to bulk aluminium, has been applied to t.he study of structures <md growth pattern'> of small 
aluminium dusters. The high dimc11sionality of the nuclear configuration space for clusters results 
m an extremely large number of isomers and local minima on the potential energy hypcnmrface. 
Global optimisation (i.e. searching for the lowest enetgy structure) was carried out using Random 
Search and Monte Carlo Simulated Annealing methods, for A12 to Ah0 . The rc~illlts of random 
searching have been used to put lower bounds on the number of minima for these nucle<trities, and 
the efficiency of the Monte Carlo Simulated Annealing approach has been demonstrated. Compar
ISons have generally been in good agreement with results of previous caieulations using electronic 
structun~ and empirical potential methods. While many of the global minima were also global 
minima for Lennard-·Jones or Morse clusters, a number of new structures have been identified for 
AlN clusters, notably for N = 9, 16, 17, 18 and 20. 

Cluster geometry optimization using genetic algorithms. 

Roy L. Johnf!ton~ and Chris Itoberts 

School of Chemistry, The University of Birmingham, 
Edglmston, Birmingham B15 2TT, UK. 

Atomic clusters are aggregates of anywhere between 2 and (of the order of) lOG atoms. The 
atoms may all be of the same type (elemental clur;tm·s) or of different types (e.g. alloy cluster.<~, 

ionic clusters). Clusters can be formed by nearly all the clements in the Periodic Table, such as 
the noble gases (e.g. argon), semi-conducting elements (e.g. carbo .. ,_md silicon) and metals (e.g'. 
sodium and iron). The bonding in these different types of clusters is very different, ranging hom 
weak dispersion forces (noble gas clusterr;) to covalent (c<'trbou and silicon dusters) and dclocal
J<>cd/meta.l!Jc (metal clusters) Clu!iters are of interest from a theoretical viewpoint as well as for 
their posSible application in the growing field of nano-clect.romcs. For au N -atom cluster there are 
a very large number of possible stntttures (isomers), many of which correspond to local minima on 
the Potential Energy Hypersurface. The problem we face is trying to find the lowest energy isomer 
(Global Minimum). In this presentation, I will clisctiSS the applica.tion of Genetic Algorithms to 
achieve this global minimization, giving examples ranging from <trgou clusters (bound by a simple 
Lennard---Joncs potential) to metal clusters bound by Morse and many-body potcntialr; and carbon 
clusters, including the fullerenes. 

The Road to Ammonium Nitrate. 

K.A. Mort*, ItA. Jackson, P .. L Wilde. 

Department of Chemistry, Keele; University, 
Keele, Staffs, STS 5DCL UK 

Ammonium rutrate is an industrially important chemical which exists in several phases. A good 
stt1rting point in (;rying; to model this complex system is to develop potentials for the constituent 
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molecular ions separately by using empirical Htting to ammonium halides and alkali nitrates. We 
have developed potentials for tlw ammonium iou and the nitrate ion nsing the GULP program 
developed hy .J. Gale (Imperial College). 'vVe present these results together with results from 
molecular dynamics simulations using these fitted pot.entials. 'vVc also prt)scnt preliminary results 
for transferring these potentials into simulations of ammonnun nitrate. 

How complex should a potential be? 

Stuart Pawley 

Department of Physics, King's Buildings: 
University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh EH9 .'3.JZ, UK. 

We should always ask whether the potentml function that we are using for a particular mod~ 
cUing ta.sk has suffieient. rnathcmatkal complexity for the taHk, but does not have more complexity 
than the task needs. Some examples will be presented, stnrtmg from the ()arly days of lattice ely~ 
namics. 'vVhy is it that the Lenuard·-,Joncs atom~·atom model, which was much maligned years ago, 
has now an enviable pedigree? 'vVhy is it that some molecular dynamics models need a timc-slcp 
as small as a femto-second? And how can I somehow bring quatcrnions into my talk? 

Ab initio interatomic potentials of silica 
from a genetic algorithm. 

T. Uchino1•,' S.N. Taraskin2 , S.R. Elliott2• and D.C. Clary 1. 

l Department of Chemistry, University College London, 
2 Department of Chemistry, University of Cambridge. 

A new method to provide interatomic potentials from ab initio Hartree-Fock (I-IF) cluster cal
culattons ts proposed. \Ve employ a cluster consisting of five SiO,l tetrahedra. l'v[ore than 250 ab 
initio points are ca.lculated at the HF/6-31G(d) level on tlw basis of the normal coordinates of five 
different vibrational modes of the cluc;ter. The force-field pararueterH are then determined based 
on a genetic algorithm. Thec;c parameters are teslecl in the molecular dynamics Himulatiou of some 
silica polymorphs. 

The extended overlap model and its application to 
calculating anion polarizabilities in ionic solids. 

Richard J. Wheatley. 

Department of Chemistry, Uniw:rsity of Nottingham, 
University Park, Nottingham NC:7 2RD, UK 

The overlap model is based on the assumption that the intermolecular exchange-repulsion eu
crgy is proportwnal to the overlap between the ground-state molecular charge densities. H has 
been used Huccessfully for obtaining semi-empirical potentials iuvolviug neutral molecules. 

An extended overlap model has recently been introduced for ionic interactions, taking into account 
the effed of polarlzation ml (.he anion charge densily. In an A+n·-- dimer, a "monomer" ab init-io 
calculation ts performed on n· .. , using as a perturbation the electrostatic potential due to the in
tcwction with A+. plus au effective potential due to the overlap of electrons bct:wecn the two ions. 
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This effective potential reduces the polarization of the anion, and can be reg<1l'Cied as providing an 
exchange--induction contribution to the potcnti<tl, to infinite order. 

The model can also be used for estimating the polarizabilities of ions in solids. Agam, only a 
monomer calculation IS required ott the anion, perturbed by the electrostatic and etrective po
tent-ials of the surrounding ions The computational time required to calculate polari?;itbihtics is 
reduced by several orders of magnitude in this way. Gas is set superposition error is also eliminated. 
Results for LiF and LiCl crystals indicate that the model provides in-crystal polarizabilities for the 
anions in essentially exact agreement with expensive direct calculations, at both the I-hrtree-Fock 
and MP2 levels of theory. 

Deviations from the predicted behaviour of a polarisable 
and compressible ion model of zirconia. 

N.A. Marks~, S. Fabris and M.W. Finnis. 
School of Mathematics and Physics, 
Queen's University of Belfast, 
Delfast DT7 lNN, Northern Ireland. 

We examine a model of zirconia in which the ions carry formal chargc:o; and the anions are both 
compressible and polarisable. The compression aspect of the model is parametnsed frorn ab initio 
calculations, while the polarisation effects are to the quadrupolar level and include the short-range 
damping effect demonstrated by Fowler and Madden. The paper which presents the 1-irconia model 
(Wilson et al. Phys.Rev B 54, 9147 (1996)) claims to reproduce both the experimentally observed 
monoclinic ground state as well as the tetragonal double well distortion. In attempting ~o break 
this model, we find that the ground state of the potential is a rutile -like structure, which has not 
been observed experimentally in zirconia. This Situation can be explained as a manifestation of 
overly large quadrupole moments and a born--mayer term which is too repulsive. VVe examine how 
this has arisen and suggest. ways m which the model can be corrected. One of these improvements 
is a new representatiOn of the short-range clamping. 

Derivation of potential models for MgO from ab initio data. 

Maurice Leslie. 

CLRC, Dares bury Laboratory, Warrington WA4 4AD, UK. 
A number of models for ioruc materials arc compared using magnesium oxide as an example 

material. Ab initio Hartree Fock data are nsed as the observablc:o; in a least-squares flt. A number 
of different shell models will be presented and their limitations discussed. Particular emphasis will 
be placed on the 1-point. LA phonons which can only be adequately described by allowing the 
oxygen shells to bccom() non-spherical. 
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Posters 

First principles computer simulations of liquid crystal molecules. 

C .. J. Adam*, S.J. Clark, G.J. Ackland and .J.Crain. 

Department of Physics, King's Buildings, 
University of Edinburgh, Edinbu1gh EH9 3JZ, UK 

The molecular properties of the prototypical liquid-crystal molecule 4-4'pentyl-cyano- biphenyl 
(riCH) are investigated using an accurate first principles quantum mechanical method. A detailed 
study of the molecular st.ructure and bonding m 5CD as welt a:> the intra-molecular <kgrees of 
freedom is performed, which provide information on the couformatwnal dynamics and vibrational 
molecular motions. Also invec;tigated arc the electrostatic properties of 5CD and the inf1uence that 
the condensed phase may have on molecular properties. 

Solvent polarisation and dynamics in 
hybrid QM/MM methods. 

R.A. Bryce", N.A. Burton, UI. Hillier and R. Buesnel. 

Department of Chemistry, 
University of Manchester, 
Manchester M13 9PL, UK 

Hybnd QM/MM potentials are now increasingly used in the study of dynamics and reactivity 
in the condensed phase. It is important to consider thc-J mutual polarisation of the QM and MM 
regions. We have developed such a model of solvatiOn to include these efl'ects based on the princ:i
ple of elcctronegativity equalisation (Bryee, Buesnd, Hillier & Durton, Chern.Phys.Lctt. 279, :367 
(Hl97)). Ld'c the pa.rtial atorni1. charge:'! of the classical region are tre<tted as dynamical variables 
and propngatncl in a fa:'lhion analogous to the Car -.Parrinello method. Application:'! to the study 
of properties of ion-water clusters are discussed. 

Calculation of helical twisting power for 
liquid crystal chiral dopants. 

Melanie J. Cook* and Mark R. Wilson. 

Department of Chemistry, University of Dmham, 
South H.oacl, Durham DHl 3LE, UK. 

The helical twisting power (I-ITP) detetmincs the piteh of the chiral nematie pha,sc produced 
when a nctTtatic liquid crystal is doped with a low concentration of chiral solut.e molecules. Molecules 
with lart;"e HTP values have major <1pplications in electro-optic displays and in optical data pro
cessing. 

We have <kveloped a new simulation technique that allows accurate calculation of HTP values for 
a range of chiral dopant molecules. We employ twisted periodic boundary conditions, together 
wtth a Cay --Berne solvent, to produce a twisted nematic phas(; with a 90° rotation in the director 
across the simulation box. VVc tlwn carry out a sequence of l'viontc Carlo fluid simulations to grow 
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an cttomistic model of a chiral dopant into the Gay-- Berne solvent. Statistical perturbation theory 
g;iW)fi a mecm1rc of the change m fn;c energy for this process. Comparison of the free energy differ
ence for an cnantiomer and its mirror image <~llows us to calculate HTP values 

We find that we arc able successfully to predict tJw c!Jrection of twist for each cnantiomer. Within 
stath;tical errors the computed HTP valuefi are in good agreement with experimental data. 

A model potential for metal surface studies. 

Dr Ha~cl Cox1", Roy L Johnston2 ancl John N. Murrclll. 

1 School of Chemistry, Physics and Environmental Sciences, 
University of Sussex, Falmcr, Brighton DN1 9Q.J, UK, 

2 School of Chemistry, 
The University of Birnungham, UK. 

An em pin cal potential energy function, comprising two- and three-body terms, has been derived 
for s(:veral cnbic atomic solids (Pt, Pa, Yb, etc.) by fitting parameters to the phonon dispersion 
curvr)s, elastic constants, lattice energy and lattice spacings of the most stable phase of the solid 
(fcc for the excunples above), and the vacancy formation energy. These potentials reproduce the 
fitted structural data very well, and some other properties such afi the Cauchy pressun~ (+ve and 
~-ve) and phase changes along the Hain dcforrnation path, which are not fitted. The poteutial ir-; 
then used to calculate smface energiCs and relaxatiOns of the hig·h symmetry surfaces, which t.eucl 
to agree well with experimental values. For example, the potential for Pt reproduces the energies 
and relaxations of the (111), (llO) and (100) surfaces of fcc Pt to a high degree of accuracy, and 
correctly predi<;ts the relaxation, pairing and buckling of the 1 x 2 reconstruction of the (llO) Pt 
surface. 

StudiPs in the dissolution of calcite. 

N.H. De Leeuwl, S.C. Parker 1 and J.f-1. Hawliug2 '. 

1 School of Chemistry, University of Bat,h, 
2 University College, London. 

Atomistic simulation techniques were Llscd to model two stepped {10.4} surfaces of the calcium 
carbonate polymorph calcite The obtuse monatomic :o;teps were found to be more stable than 
the acute monatomic steps. Tlw initial stages of growth at the f;tcps were considered in vacuo 
and in water. In vacuo CaC03 was shown to adsorb preferentially at the acute step. However, 
the energies of the adsorption were modif-ied by the geometry of adsorbed water molecules. The 
calculations predict that including water molecules in the simulations causes the obtlJSC step to 
grow preferentially, in agreement with experuncntal findings of calcit0 growth in solution. On us
ing potential parameters which reproduce experimental enthalpies of the dissolution of the calcite 
crystal, the adchtion of a full obtuse step is found to be exothermic in contrast to the endothermic 
process of adding an acute step. This explains why obtuse steps arc experimentally found to grow 
faster than acute steps. 
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l\llolecular and bulk properties by molecular mechanics. 

Martin Gray.sort. 

Department of Chemi.stry, 
University of Sheffield, 
Shellield S:l 7HF, UK. 

Molecular Mechanics uses a paramcteril\ed 2/3/4-body force-field to provide an estimate of the 
energy of an as.sembly of molecules. This work is concerned with the production of "property 
surfaces'' to provide an estimate of quantities such as bulk magnetic susceptibility, NMR spcctnt 
from estimated shielclingi:l and coupling constants, polarizabilitics, or optical activity for the same 
assembly of molecules. ThifJ can also be expn'.ssed in paramctcril\ed 2/3/ 4-body form, 2-body forms 
being bond pt·opettie.s, their bond-length derivatives and their dcrivatiw~s with re~pcd to the sur
rounding coulomb field. Such bond properties have a very old pedigree nght back to .J .J. 'J.'homson. 
A well-known 4-body parameterization is the Karplus Equation f(n· the variation of spin-spin cou
pling constants with dihedral angle. 

The renormalized potential for cubic crystals. 

Tomasz Gwi:.:clal!a. 

Department of Solid State Physics, 
University of Lodz, Pomorska 149/153, 
90-236 Lo(b:, Poland. 

'The shape of the potentia.! curve for some fcc and bee crystals has been determined. Starting 
from the basic shape appropriate for the elastic properties for the temperature OK and usmg the 
,mharmonic renormaliza.t.ion method proposed by Siklos and Plakida, we obtained potentials for 
l:emperatures up to the rneHing point. These potentials were used for subsequent SLAB calcula
tions of the dynamical propcrtic~ of the samples stndied, performing equally well for bulk as for 
lhin film or surface calCLtlations. 

Conformational transitions in amylose strands. 

Nlichclle M. Kuttcl* and Kevin .J. Naidoo. 

Department of Chemistry, Uniwm;ity of Cape Town 
Rondcbosch, 7701, South Africa. 

Development of a. biodegradable alternative to imperishable plastic polymers is becoming in
creasmgl_y necessary. A potcutial candidate is starch, a naturally-occurring and en:;,ymatically 
degradcablc biopolymer comprising two polysaccharides: amylose (a linear polymer with n(l->11) 
linked D-glucopyranosc uu\t:'i) a.ud amylopectin (a branched polymer with short. o:(l-:>4) gluco~c 
chains conncdcd by n(l·-t6) bouds). 

HowcvcL in order to render starch-based plastics comnwrciaJ!y viable, some undesirable physical 
properties of starch (eg. brHt.leness and rapid phy~ical aging) shonld be eliminated. [t is nect~S
~ary to understand the underlying folding mechanisms of st.arch in a number of environments to 
dettmnine whiCh modtfications should be made to the starch molecule to achieve thi~ <-mel. Our 
first approat~h is to explore t,he mechanisms of folding of rt 6-nnit amylose strand in vacuum. This 
strand constitutes a single turn in bot.h the B and V helical form of amylose. 
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We compute the potential of mean force of the amylose strand as a function of the end-to-end 
<hstancc (the distance bdw~;en 04 011 the first glucose ref:iidue and 01 on the sixth g;lncoc;c 
residue), using an iterative constn\ining potential method, previously developed by us (Naidoo 
& Drady, .J.Am.Chem.Soc., submitted 1098). We usc CHAIUVIM (Drooks, Bruccolcri, Olafson, 
States, Swaminathan & Karplus, J.Comput.Chem, 4(2), 187) and a CHARMM-like force field for 
carbohydrates (Liang & Drady, unpublished, 1998), for all tJw molecular dynamics calculations. 

Computer simulation of confined liquid crystal mixtures. 

R. Latham~ and D .. J. Cleaver. 

Matm·ials Research Institute, Shcllleld Hallam University, 
Pond St, Sheffield Sl 1 WB, UK 

We present preliminary results from a molecular dynamics study a confined liquid crystal mix
ture. This study uses a fluid composed of two species of rod-like particles of differing lengths eon
lined between two solid substrat!:.'S. The fluid interaction is modelled using· a gencrali.sccl Gay---Derne 
potential <wcl a non-sep,1rable anisotropic molecLiie--wall potential is employed. The molecule-·wall 
potential includes a term which breaks the m·.imuthal symmetry, in order both to aid equilibr<ttion 
and to simulate a "rubbed" surface. 

Molecular dynamics simulations of particle bombardment 
induced desorption process: enhancement of Au-thiolate 

clusters by the use of a modified pairwise potential. 

KS.S. Liu 1', C.W. Yong 2 , B.J. Garrison 3 and J C. Vick(;nnan 1 . 

1 Surface Analysis Research Centre, Dept, of Chemistry, 
UMIST, P.O. Box 81:!, Manchester M60 lQD, UK, 

2 School of Biological Sciencc.s, Stopford Building, 
The Univmsity of Manchester, M13 9PT UK, 

3 Dept. of Chemistry, The Pennsylvania State University, 
University Park, Pennsylvama 16820, USA. 

Molecular dynamics simulations have been used to model the process of Ar bombardment ont.o 
a system of n-alkanethiolatc molecules adsorbed on a Au(lll) surface. A blend of pairwise and 
many-body potentials arc used for various interatomic interactions. Of uotc are the potenti<tls 
for S-S and A u-S interactions which are essentially pairwise but with an energy parameter, Dn 
which varies according t.o the heights of S and Au atoms above the surface. It is found that the 
modified A u-S potential enhances the formation of a variety of Au thiolate clustm-s. The ejected 
species calculated from the snnulation correlate well with those recorded by the secondary ion mass 
spectrometry (SIMS). 
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Molecular dynamics simulation of flexible 
liquid crystal molecules. 

Carl McBride~ and Mark R. Wilson. 

Department of Chemistry, University of Durham, 
South Road, Durharn DHl 3LE, UK 

Molecular dynamics simulations have bE:cn performed for a liquid crystal molecule composed 
of a Gay··Berne core unit connccLing a three-site and a seven-site Lennard --Jones fiexible alk,yl 
chain. Calculations have been carried out for 512 molccul~Js in the NVT ensemble for simulat.lon 
times of up to 8.0 ns at two distinct densities. The liquid crystal phases of the material hav(-) 
been fully eharacterised by measurements of orientational order parameters and structure factors 
in each phase. Results are also presented for conformational distributions and effective tor.'lional 
potentials of the system as well as results for translational (hffusion and reorientational dynamics. 
'vVe conclucle that models of this nature represent a powerful approach to the study of flexibility 
in mesogenic sy.'ltems and open up po:o;sibilities for prcdiding both the phase behaviour and bulk 
pror)l,<rtie-'l of llquicl crystals based solely on a prior knowledge of intermolecular interaetions. Sec 
McBride, Wilson & I·Ioward\ Mol.Phys. 93, 955 (1998); Wilson, .J.Chem.Phys. 10'7\ 8654 (HJ97). 

We also present results for a fully atomistic: model of the rncsogen 4, 41-dlpentyl- l, l'-bibicydo[2.2.2 
]octane (5,5-BBCO) in which we show growth of a nematic phase directly from the isotropic liquid. 

The structure of small gold clusters. 

Nicholas T. Wibon'' and Roy L. Johnston. 

School of Chemistry, The University of Birmingham, 
Edgba.~ton, Birmingham Bl5 2TT, UK. 

Molecular Dynamics Simulated Annealing tedmiqucs have been used to probe the structure of 
small gold dust.ers consisting of between 2 ().,nd 40 atoms. The interatomic interactions within these 
clusters are described using a Murrcll-Mottra.m potential (Murrell & Mottram, Mol.Phys., 69, 571 
(HJ90)) which ls an empirical atomistic [2+3]-body potential energy function parametcri.sed to bulk 
experimental data such as lattice energy, lattice separation and phonon frequencies. 

The Molecular Dynamics Simulated Annealing protocol involves the slow quenching of a duste1 
from a. high, usually molten, temperature into 1t's lowest energy conformation. If the annealing is 
performed mfinitely slowly then t.he cluster should be quenched inlo the global minimum of the 
potential The efficiency of this method as a tool for probing the potential energy smface of this 
system is explored with relation to other methods of determining the global minimum. 

The effects of segment-segment repulsion on model polymers. 

Chi:ng Xiao and David !VI. Heyes 

Department of Chcmistr,y, School of Physical Sciences, 
Ullivcrsity of Surn:y, Guilclforcl GU2 5XH, UK. 

The effects of segment-segment interactions on polymer solutions are examined by Brownian 
Dynamics suuulat.ion in the fn:c-draininp; lnnit. The lwad-aucl--spring model is used to describe 
polymer dmins and the segment-segment interactions are modeled by a pair-polcntwJ of Gaussian 
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type H(r)jkT = Aexp(--·r2ja2 ). The chain dimen'lions and viscoelastic properties of the system 
arc studied as functions of chain-length and concentration. 

Computer simulations of orientational behaviour of 
strained polymer networks. 

C W. Yong• and P.G. Higgs. 

School of Biological Sciences, Stopford Building, 
The University of Manchester, Ml3 ~lPT, UK. 

Monte CD .. rlo simulations of deu.'le polymer networks under uniaxial strain were carri(!d out using 
a three-dimensiOnal bond fluctuation chain model. A simple cxcll!Cled volume (EV) rule: is applied 
in order to take into account both inter- and intra-molecular interaetions. Symrnctrit>ccl distribution 
function.<> of segmentil.l orientatiOns are being calculated which :o;how characteristic doublet :o;truc
tures as has also been ob:o;ervcd in deuterium nuclear magnetic resonance experiments (0-NMR). 
The splittings are believed to be due to reorientations of polymer segrneuts about a macroscopic 
i\xis parallel to the direction of the uniaxial strain. Such obflcrvations are iu contradi<:twn to the 
prediction:o; of the classical "phantom" network theory. Difl"erent part.s of int.eractions <tre system
atically switched on or off in order to study in detml the factors whieh affect the orientational 
behaviour of a polymer segment. The uniformity of the average segmental uniaxial orientations 
along a chain will also be addressed. 
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CCP5 visit of Dennis Rapaport 

ilar-Ilan Untversit.y 
Ramat-Gan 
Israel 

CCP5 Newsletter No. 46 

During the course of an extended visit. to the Physics Department at Edinburgh University, 
which was sponsored by (:he TRACS program of the Edinburgh P;trallel Computing Center (EPCC), 
a short. lecture tour was arranged for me under the ausp1ccs of CCP5. So, durin!; a hot week 
in August 1007, I found myself visiting the Daresbury Laboratory, UMIST (Manchester), aud 
Reading University, with lots of train mileage in between (despite using a sophisticated algorithm 
to minimi,;e the distance). 

The vtsit. began in Daresbury when: my hosts were Bill Smith and Phil Lindnn. I had visited 
the lab on two previous occaswn::; to work on parallel processing, so this provided a wckome 
opportunity to renew old acquaintances. I gave a talk on interactive simulation and visuali~ation 
(some of this material is described in [1,2]) wlth live demonstrations using a Silicon Graph1cs 
workstation and large-screen projector kindly arranged by Phil. Tl:w visit gave me a chance to talk 
at length with 13ill about subjects of mutual interest, parallel computing in particular. 

It was only a short hop to Manchester, where my my host at UMIST was Julian Clarke. I gave 
a seminar clcscribmg some of my recent work on granular material snnulation (see [3-5]). There 
was Ume for plenty of discussion with Julian, with Les VVoodcock who came over from Dradford 
and who also finds granular matter fascinatmg, and with the members of Julian's group. 

Thcu south to Reading, home also to a famous place of incarceratiOn. My hosts were Mark 
Rodger and Mike Drew. The colloquium was on the methodology of molecular dynamics, based on 
my recent book [6]. A munbPr of members of the audience who had come from universities nearby 
were people I had encountered in various places in lhe past but had not met for many years: so 
it was nice to see some familiar faces. I had discussions with Mark and Mike and the members of 
their gronps; it was also an opportunity to catch up Oil the latest AustraliaH news from Mark, a 
fellow antipodean expatriate. 

I would like to thank my hosts at each of the ports of call for their warm hospitality and for 
making this lit.tlc trip a most rewarding experience. It provided a welcome opportunity to talk 
to people working ou challenging computational problems in a number of different fields, and it 
was encouraging to .see that. computer sunulation ha .. <; such et dedicated following in the physrcs and 
chemistry communities. Thanks also to CCP5 for sponsoring the trip, and to Stuart Pawley, who 
was my host. in Edinburgh, for putting the program logethcr. 
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